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Ward-Belmont
Administration and Faculty
R. G. Cox
Lelia D. Mills .
Mrs. J. D. Blanton
J. D. Blanton , , President
Dean Estella G. Hefley Presiding Teacher
Principal Home Department Jennie Taylor Masson Registrar
Assistant Principal Home Department M. E. Nellums Bursar
Administration and Faculty
Anna Louise Minich .... Biblical History and LUeralure
r.l.B. Hartford ScIlo*^! of Reliiiioii^ Feciagoyy
Olive Carter Ross English. Art, History
A.B. UniversUv of Nashville; Special Student \"anderbilt rniversit\ : A.M.
Columbia University
Bertha Cornelia Norris English, Latin
A.B. and A.M. Eryii Maur College; Special Student Vale University
Theodora Cooley Scruggs English, History
A.B. Wellesley College: Special Student Chicaeo University: Student
of Literature and History in Europe
Sarah Clarke Turner English
A.B. Goucher College; Graduate Student Chicago I'niversitv and C-
lumbia University
Lucy B. Thomas English
A.B. University of Kansas; A.M. Columbia University
Rebecca Baxter Gilkeson History. Sociology
Fh.B. and A.M. University of Chicago: Graduate Student Cliica-o I'm-
versity and Harvard University
EsTELLA G. Hefley Psychology and Child Study
A.B. Randolph-Macon Woman's ("ollege; Special Student Columbia
Martha Annette Cason Latin
AM. University of Chicago; Graduate Student Colun bia I'niversity
Helen Thach Latin, History
Special Student Chicago University
Richard Garfield Cox Mathematics
A.B. Hiram College; A.M. Columbia University; Graduate Student
University of Chicago
Mary Laura Sheppe Mathematics
Graduate Peabodv College; Special Student University of Chicago and
ran.-ard University
W. H. Hollinshead Chemistry
- Ph.G. and D.Sc. \anderbilt University
WooDALL HoGAN Assistant in Chemistry
i;.S. and M-Sc. \anderbilt University
Nannie M. Lewis Physics. Biology
B.S. X'anderbilt University; Special Student University of Cliicago
Elisa Cuendet French
Diploma from College \'inet, Lausanne
Germaine Frederikka Sansot French
College de Bagnares de Eigorre. Universite de Lille. Universite de la
Sorbonne
Laure Marie Schoeni French
Ecole Secondaire. St. Inier. Switzerland; Special Student University
of Missouri and University of Chicago
Margaret Robertson Hollinshead German
B.S. and M.A. \anderbilt I'niversity
George Peterson Winton Spanish
M.S. \"anderbilt University
Administration and Faculty
Drew Smallinc Tutor
Lillian Watkins Intermediate School
L.l. Peabodv Collese; .\.E. Vniversitv of Nashville; Graduate Suulem
Columbia University
Vivian Watkins Intermediate School
L.l. Peabodv Collcce; .\.B. Universitv of Nashville; Graduate Student
C-olumbia University
Anne Cavert Elementary School
Student of Primary Methods. Universits- of Colorado .unl Geori;.- I'.-a-
body College for Teachers
Pauline Sherwood Townsend . Director School of Expression
Graduate New England Conservatory and Postgraduate Boston School
of Expression; Special Courses in New York. Chicago, and Boston
Harryett M. Kempton Expression
Graduate and Postgraduate Boston .School of Expression
Emma I. Sisson .... Director School of Physical Education
Graduate Sargent School for Physical Educ-ation and of Gilbert Norn':d
School for Dancing
Catherine E. Morrison Physical Training. Athletics. Swimming
Diploma from Po.ssie Cvmnasiuin. F.osion; Spcial Sliidcnl fhidiff
School. New York
Laura M. Hill Assistant Athletics. Swimming
S|,ecial Student (ieorgu IVabody C.ll.-gr f,.r Tra. hir.
Mary Harbison Herbrick
Director School of Domestic Science and Home Economy
Student at Boston l^ioking Scho.il; .il .\mer[can School of llo
Colh llniv
Margaret Kennedy Lowry Domestic .Art
Special Student George Peaboily College for Teachers
Alberta Cooper Assistant in Domestic Science
Gniiluate Ward-Belmont; Special Studeul ( ohniil.i.i Ciiiversiiy
Lamira Goodwin Director School of Art
Xew York .\rt School and Columbia Universit> ; Pupil of Morriset. Paul
Bartlett, and Richard Miller at the Colorossi. of Lucien Simon and Cas-
teluchio at the Grande Chauir.iere, and of Madame La Forge. Paris
Louise Gordon Assistant in Art School
Siiecial Student at Peabody College
Sarah McReynolds Gaut Metalry
Sliecial Student in Columbia University
Emil Winkler . . Director School of Music: Piano. Pedagogy
(graduate Royal Conservatory of Leipzig; Pupil of Zwintzclier, Reinecke,
Schreck. Jadassohn. Hoffman, and Papperitz; Graduate Student Berlin.
1907-09
Ida Stark Koelker Piano
One year in Leipzig Conservatory; two years under Leopold Godowsky
in Berlin; two years under Theodore Lese'hetizky in \'ienna
Alice Kavanaugh Leftwich Piano
Graduate Beethoven Conservatory, St. Louis; Pupil of Arthur Foote and
B. J. Lang. Boston; three years in Paris with M. Moszkowski and Wager
Eva Massey Piano
Graduate and Postgraduate Student of New England Conservators'; two
\ears in Berlin with Kalf and Bartli; three years in Paris under Isailore
Phillip
Buda Love Maxwell Piano
Graduate New England Conservatory of Music under Madame Hopekirk
and George Proctor; Pupil of Harold Bauer and Wager Swayne. Paris
Administration and Faculty
EsTELLE Roy Schmitz Piano
Pupil S. B. Mills and Joseffy, Xew York; \'on Mickuitz. Chicago: Otco
Xietzel and Steinhauer. Germany
Amelie Throne Piano
Pupil of Man- Weber Farrar. Nashville; Maurice Aronson. \ienna;
Josef Lhevinne. Berlin
Mary Falconer Winkler Piano
Graduate and Postgraduate under Emil Winkler; Pupil of Aronson and
Godowsky. Berlin
Frederick Arthur Henkel .... Pipe Organ and Piano
Graduate Metropolilan College of Music; Student Cincinnati Colk-ee of
Music; Pupil of Steinbrecher, Andre, and Sterling
Charles Campbell Washburn . . . Dean Voice Depariment
Graduate and Teacher Cincinnati College of Music; Graduate \'.tnder-
bilt University: Special Student of \'oice in Chicago
Florence N. Boyer Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College; Pupil of Signor Vananni. Italy;
Mesdames deSales and Bossetti, Munich; Oscar Seagle and deReszke, Paris
Marguerite Palmiter Forrest Voice
Pupil of Francis Fisher Pouers. Xew York; William Heinrich. Boston
and Dresden. Germany; Maestro Giorgio Sulli. Florence
Elise Graziana Voice
Pupil of Stockhausen and Fraulein Lina Beck in Julius Stockhausen's
Gesangschule. Germanv; Pupil of Signer Graziani. whom she assisted in
his Berlin Studio
Fritz Schmitz Violin
Graduate Cologne Royal Conservator:.-; Pupil of Robert Zerze. Emik-
Sauret. Gustavo Hollander, Jensen, and Arnold Mendelssohn
Browne Martin
.
Theory, Harmony. Ear Training. History, Etc.
Graduate of Bucknell Universitv School of Music; Student under Edwin
Brill and Henr\- Lang. Philladelphia. also in Roval Conservatorv-. Leipzig;
Pupil of Jadassohn. Schreck, Raillard, Hill, twkisch, Silt, and Kretz-
schmar
Mary Venable Blythe
Practice Superintendence and Sight Playing
Diploma Montgomerj- Institute, now St. Mark's Hall. San Antonio;
Harmony Lessons with Harr\- Redman, New England Conser\-atorj-
Jennie Taylor Masson Stenography
Jean Ramage Librarian
Alma Paine Student Banker and Manaser Book Poom
Mrs. W. H. Adams
]Edith Boulware
Mrs. Charlie D. McComb [ „ ,
Mrs. Lena W. Ram— - > Hostesses
Mrs. Solon E. Ros
Mrs. Tennie B. Sh
Mrs. Anna S. Brown \ r-u ^ .
.
,
> ChaperonsAnnie Litton J
Mrs. Van Dawson Lester . Nurse
Flora Barbara Hege Y. W. C. A. Secretary
A.B. and A..\I. The College of Emporia
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II—A man in Heron Hall.
13—Aubyn s««n crossing th.
15
—Cidette got to breakfas
25—Mr. Henkel plays the o
28— Miss Maxwell makes a
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9—Our vaudeville. Searchlight turned on
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Editorial
"Lilie as (he waves make towards the pebbled shore.
So do our minutes hasten to their end."
NOTHER year of school has come and gone, and another Milestone has been
placed on our road to Parnassus- another mile traversed in our quest for
knowledge. The fourth stone is laid along the smooth, white road which
leads us to infinity. The school has made a stride this year that can be
fully appreciated only when it is compared with the other years of its existence. Student
Government has raised the standards to an undreamed of height, and we are rapidly
rising in the public eye as a school where girls are made into well balanced young
women, educated not from books alone, but where they are instructed in that far
more essential thing, the formation and development of character.
In these strenuous times of war when all our manhood is being called to the
front, Ward-Belmont is endeavoring to send out into the world, not girls to frivol
away their time nor to be drones in life's workshop, but young women with a purpose
in life, who will be invaluable citizens to this United States of ours, and who can
shoulder some of the burdens of the world and make it a better place to live in.
We are only at the beginning of our road of high ideals, but with the continued
co-operation of all the students, it is clear that Ward-Belmont will be strong enough
and big enough to build, out of the wealth of her traditions, her future miles, with
the tools of her ambition, until the last Milestone marking its breadth and beauty
is lost in that great sweep we call the Universe.

From The Mllestones Staff.
To The Students of Ward-Belmont.
Subject The 1917 Milestones.
Herewith find one year book respectfully submitted for
your approval
.
O^LdffMzfJ Editor in Chief.
yjJluL, yfinm^-^ Associate Editor.
^Q5L^^o-*-^»^v5i»-„^ Business Manager.
IMTMrcM. u l^'- Assistant Business Manager.
%c;r^^aHjO. Literary Editor.
?TUJji^ . tU^tf-tA^ Literary Editor.
^inJUjuJUl«A>A2_ Literary Editor.
*''^-*-'-W- "^JJooM Literary Editor.
lZ£c.,.^ '^M.,:.^^ Art Editor.
(Oil maij uit Irarn to tlihtk of btglirst things,
(LD Iny asiitv tlir bnft, antt rhansr the brst;
Jfitting nursrliu-s tn inrrt each romiitg test;
Uct uiitb tlir song nf rlirrr the rnlnn sings,
Anl) luitli tlir qnirt ^irarr tlip tuiilight brings,
fflitliont content aixit uiithont tbongbt of rest
Sill uic liaue ronqnereft all, anft all possesseft,
An6 stern snrress her "barii-iuon mantle" flings.
ifor life is bnt a school, ani> school a life
(To test our arftor, anft to proue our strettgth
—
Until the long-sought prise lue luin at Icngtli
Anft look hark glaft upon our former strife.
©li xnaui our golft he pure, --sincere nnr hlne,
HJarft-aielmont girls--be loyal anft he true.
I. IB.
S^tU Bay Again
i9ot^ Bit
(Eljc sun sinba in tl^c IHrat, anft ftaij firpnrta,
£ljr liraucuB arc atrrakrh iuiti| glnrtrs it Ijaa Itft,
i!ut soon tlK tuiiltgl^t Ijaa tl^r Ijcaurna bereft
Anti bititirn all tljr cnlnra in ita Impart.
Sl^c tuiiligljt rcigna anprcnic, nnt c'rn tiuo l^oura,
Antt then tl^t golhcn mnnn el^aiua ita rounJ* face;
Sl|e ting atara peep nut rarl) frnin ita place,
*treiuing tl^e l^cauena uiiti? autall, atarlit fioiuers.
Aixtt aa tl^r nighttime l?aura pass aloiulg bg
Slje little atars close tljeir egca one bg one;
iTljeir luatcb is n'cr, tlieir Iiutg all ia ^Due,
An6 tlicg can sleep till Bag again Bntl) ftie.
'Sis gooB to sleep uiljcn lunrriea Ijaue lur unne.
And lue can gn to rest uiitl;nut a aigl;.
CLASSES^^'
To the Girls Going Out
You who are stepping forward, you who are going out
Into the land o( Promise, into the land of Doubt.
Pass! for the gate swings open, pass, to the world without.
You through the year that's past who have guided our course and stood
True at the helm of the school, have fought for the right and good.
Think not you have labored unnoticed, we have known and have understood.
We have seen your shoulders square for toil while the weaker droope and sighed;
We have seen the heart and the strength and soul that your laughter could not hide.
And we've dreamed, and worked, and loved, and sought, and lived with you side by side
Oh, you who are stepping forward to leave thin ranks behind —
Oh, you who are going out to scatter with the wind.
As you yourselves m service bound we give ourselves to you to bind
^ou who are stepping forward, you who are going out
Into the Land of Promise, into the Land of Doubt.
Pass! for the gate swings open pass to the world without.
—A D. L.
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OFFICERS
,
AuBYN Hunt Prcsida
Jennie D.White First Vice-President
Eunice M. Spicer Second Vice-President
Ellen Carpenter Secretary
Agnes Paterson Treasurer
Cidette St. Martin Sergeant-at-Arms
Miss SissoN Sponsor
Adams, Cecilia A. G
Anderson. Mary Van R.
Armstrong, Priscilla K.
Barton. Carrie
Blackman. Mary Book
Brown, Amelia
Burns. Nell
BuRTs. Bess
Cameron. Helen
Carl. Mary E.
Carpenter, Ellen L.
Carter. Rowena E.
Clover, Mary A.
Davis, Alice Lee
Davis, Bertiedean
Downing, Grace
Foster, Susan
Gammon, Betty
Garth, Sadie
Ha
Ho
Hunt. Aubyn
Jarrell. Ada Joe
Jarrell. France
Jenkins, Alfreda
Johnson. Ophelia
Jordan. Emily K.
Kiger. Vernon
Lemley, Ruth
Lowenburg, Henriette
Magill. Sarah
Mahoney. Martha Emily
Matthews. Janet
McClure, Elizabeth
McCrary, Bertine
McLean, Virgini
McMuRRY, Sara
Moore. Margaret
Moore. Vivian
Mundy, Lois
Myers. Bessie
Neil, Elizabet
Palmer, Doris
Parker, Allene
Parks, Allene
Paterson, Agnes
Patrick, Esther
Peacock. Estelle
Pennewill, Josephin
Pepper. Olive W.
Postal, Geneva .
Scott, Elida Weston
Scott. Ida Winston
Sloan. Beth Kyle
Spicer. Eunice Martha
St. Martin. Cidette
Steele. Anne Marie
SuppiNGER, Lillian
Thackaberry. Lucile
TiPPENs. Sallye
Turner. Elizabeth S.
Wagner, Juanita
Waldron, Ruth
Walker, Katherine K.
Wesson, Bedie
: White, Jennie D.
WiTCRAFT. Mildred
Rutherford. Lou Alice Wolfe. Adelyn Jan
Sager, Esther J. Wylie, Ida
MARY VAN R. ANDERSON
Majestic. Musical. Mclhojical
Regular Club Sergeant-at-Ams of
CARRIE BARTON
Casual. Classical. Changeless
Regular Club
MARY BOOK BLACKMAN
Merry. Mischievous, Magrjelic
President of Choral; Secretary- and
Treasurer of Panther,: Vice-Presi-
dent of Student Council (Second
Semester); Treasurer of Student
Council (First Semester)
h^
AMELIA BROWN NELL BURNS BESS BURTS HELEN CAMEF<ON
4mrl{orcbU. AmUUc. Allracln.: Nair.c. Neighborly, Nonscnsict. Busy. Bright. Bewitching Hole. Happy. Hun,torous
Editor-in-Chief of -Hyphen" Panther Club Treasurer of All-Arou nd Club
MARY E. CARL ELLEN CARPENTER MARY A. CLOVER ALICE LEE DAVIS
Mirnicking. Madcap, Mas ician Eager. Excculiuc, Economical Meek, Much-tn-Looc. Musing
Apt, Awake. .Amusing
ice-Pre
Club;
isident of Ohio Club;
Prophetess of T C,
Panther
C.-
Vice-President of Student Council
(First Semester); President of "Penta
T A U-; Secretary Texas Club;
Treasurer of Y W. C. A. (First Sem-
ester); Secretary Senior Class; Vice-
President Choral; Business Manager
of "Milestones"
Honor Committee: President of "K K
K-; Panther Club; Literary Edito
of Milestones"
Regular Club
BERTIEDEAN DAVIS
B^n.gn. Blamlns. Btauliful
freasurej of Tennessee Club. Regular
Club: Secretar,- and Treasurer of
GRACE DOWNING
CooJ-oU, dilgling, Golden
SUSAN FOSTER bETTY GAMMON
Solid. Scnilmcnial. SeniccMc Bu-.zing. Bounding. Brllllanl
President of the All-Around Club President of Missouri Club; Regula
SADIE GARTH
light. Sanguine, Splendid
PORTIA GREENE
Prudent, Politic, Persuati
lecrelary California Club:
Club
KATHRYNE HAINLINE
Knowing, Knauiih, Kind
!tary and Treasurer Regular Club;
cretary of the F F.' Club
iaaferagf '-
AUBYN HUNT
^i/e. Accomplishrd. /llhlclU
President of Senior Class
ADA J. JARRELL
AmUliaus. Artful. AliVC
Vice-President of Texas Club; Proctor
(First Semester): President of 'F
FRANCES JARRELL
Fair. Fnasiblc. Faithfu
ALFREDA JENKINS
Accommodating. All-around. Artistic
secretary Anti-Pandoras; Y. W C. A
Cabinet; Regular Club
OPHELIA JOHNSON
Obseroing. Overdoing. Oulreachit
LINDA LANDIS
Loyal. Lilerary. LooMt
RUTH LEMLEY
Reccplioc. Refrahing. Rcma
President Ohio Club: Seer
T. C. C.'; Panther
\3i^^
HENRIETTE LOWENBERG
HcarlD. Helping. High-minJeJ
SARAH MAGILL
Swccl. Saucy. Stniibic
Vice-President Tennessee Club: Presi
dent Athletic Association; Captair
Regular Basketball Team. Regul.i
Club; Y. W. C A Cabinet
MARTHA E. MAHONEY
Mindful. Mirthful. Merilorious
JANET MATTHEWS
Jaunty. Jestins. Judicious
'roctor (First Semester); Y. W. C A.
Cabinet; Recording Secretary of
Athletic Association; Panther Club
ELIZABETH McCLURE
Etbcrial. Elocutional, Extraordinary
BERTINE McCRARY
Blonde, Bashful, BcnemUnI
VIRGINIA McLEAN
ytgilenl. I^enturcsomc. l^aluablc
SARA McMURRY
Sincere, Shinins, Sensational
L.^.J1
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MARGARET MOORE
Malleable. Masterful, Mathematical
VIVIAN MOORE
Valid. Vigorous. Vieaeio
Regular Club
LOIS MUNDY
Lovely. Light. Laughing
BESSIE MYERS
Bonny. Slashing. Benign
Panther Club
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ELIZABETH NEIL DORIS PALMER
Engaging. Endurahlc. Endeavoring Dear, Diligent. Demoeralic
distant Business Manager "Mile- Vice-President of T. C. C. Club; Treas-
stones" urer Kentucky Club; Regular Club
ALLENE PARKER
Arch. Acquiring. Accomplished
Panther Club
^i i^yi^r
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AGNES PATERSON ESTHER PATRICK ESTHELLE PEACOCK JOSEPHINE PENNEWILL
Aclice. Agile. Admired Enlieing. Enforcing. Energising Earning. Ejfeclioe. Effulgent Jocose. Joyful. Juoenih
President of "X L"; General Manager
Athletic Association. Panther; Sec-
Proctor {Second Semester) Home Economics Editor of "Hyphen"
Second Vice-President Choral Club
retary of Iowa Club: Athletic Editor
OLIVE PEPPER GENEVA POSTAL
Crovt. CroUful. Genuine
"reasurer Y. W. C. A. : Vice-P
of Anti- Pandora Club;
Club
MAMIE REBMAN
Matchless. Managing. Materic
President Alabama Club
LOU ALICE RUTHERFORD
Loeed. Lively. Level
iecretary-Treasurer Arkansas Club"
Panther Club
ESTHER J, SACER
Earnest, Exact. Entertaining
sidcnt Anti. Pandora Club; Swim
ling Manager: Proctor; Regula
ELIDA W. SCOTT
ih,y. Eccle,ia,tical. Endear,
President Osiron Club
IDA W. SCOTT
puUim. /Iluminallng. Influential
lurer Osiron Club; Second Vice
»ident Student Council <Secon(
BETH K, SLOAN
Bis-hearted. Buoyant. Beloved
int-at-Arms Arkansas Club;
r Club
EUNICE M SPICER
Eccenlric. Emrgclic. Egicicn
resident Student CouncU (First
ester); Vice-President Senior
(Second Semester). Panther
Champion of Swimming Meet
CIDETTE ST. MARTfN
CartU„. CharjiJ. CapMt
tgeant-a
ant Bus
Treasur,
Captain
t-Arms Senior Class; Assi;
iness Manager of -Hvphen
;r Athletic Association: Su
Panther Club
\b-
ANNE MARIE STEELE
of -Penta T A U" Club
LILLIAN SUPPINGER
Uarntd. Logical. Ltbaal
r.
LUCILE THACKABERRY
Locing, Laborious. Languid
Panlher Club
SALLYE TIPPENS
jnny. Scholastic. Sensitive
easurer of Nashville Club
ELIZABETH S. TURNER
Ecasice. Engaged. Exceptional
ice-President Arkansas Club; Seer.
tarv of •All-Atound" Club
JUANITA WAGNER
Jolly. Jovial. Jubilant
President of Kansas Club
M^:vm .ifc
RUTH WALDRON
Romanlic. RulhUss. Reliable
Vice-President of Y. W. C. A.: Panthe
Club
JENNIE D. WHITE
Jocular. Joking. Ju,l
nt o( Student Council (Seco:
:r): Second Vice-President
Student Council (Fi
Vice-President of Senior Class (First
Semester): Y. W. C. A. Reporter to
"Hyphen'; President of Tenas Club;
Secretary of Y.W.C. A.; Chairmanof
Honor Connmittee (Second Semester
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ADELYN JANE WOLF
Analnllcal. Auxlllarii. Aalharila.
Secrelary-Treasurer o( U. S, Club
It was on a Monday dreary, as I waited weak and weary
Outside Mrs. Lester's hallway, with a look of deep chagrin.
Long 1 stood there almost napping, waiting 'till she'd hear my tapping
And come forward to admit me as 1 longed for home and kin-
Stood there glum, and blue, and moping, dazed and dizzy, but still hoping-
Then 1 heard her step approaching, thought: "At last she'll let me in."
Quoth she coldly; "Aspirin.
"
The.1 I fear ttlat 1 was crying. saidl: "Mbida.m. 1 am dying.
Will you not 1;ake pity on me. give me some; cu re to begins
Yes 1 know 1 cut church Sunday, and 1 kn.DW today IS Mc>ndi
And that Dr. B. consider;! Illn<^ Monday ti3 be sin-
Rut I really am not lazy. )USt so sick Imm:arlV craz\
—
Please. please. Mam. oh.
Quoth :^eo
t you give me
oldly; "Aspi
SOITie effective
"Oh but. Mam." 1 said beseeching, pleadingly my hands outreaching
—
"1 am oh so much, much sicker than before I've ever been."
Not a word of mine she heeded, though 1 begged and wept and pleaded.
Though 1 used my wisest tactics, though 1 even tried to grin.
And although 1 stand forever on her threshold, she will never
Give me anything I beg for. or allow me to pass in.
But savscoldlv: "Aspirin."
— /. M.
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Applicants for Certificates
FIRST YEAR COLLEGE EXPRESSION
CHWALE. Julia McCoun. Elizabeth B. BURT. Alice Killebrew. Helen E.
I'ERS. Frances Mitchell. Hilda Foster. Susan SHIPP. Ruth
Brumbaugh. Beatrice Ray. Amelia N. Fry. Dora Mae Sloan, Elizabeth
Craig. Elizabeth Sartorius. Jean Hawkins. Ruth Thomson. Louis
Jenkins. Lillian Tykle. Elizabeth M. Howell. Zelma Grace Turner. Eliz/
Long. Eleanor M. Voss. Eddie Hutton. Violet Voss. Eddie
Waldron.
PIANO
Blackman. Mary Book Hodges, Lou Neita
Carter. Leah Nichols. HarrilET
Gillespie. Mamie Smith. RobiERTA
Hassell. Pauline Wells.Jennie
VOICE
ART
3lackman, Mary Bo
Jenkins, Al McGee, Fran
Re
HOME ECONOMICS
Carrigan, Mary Kim
DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Varnedoe, Eloise Walton, M
Applicants for High School and College Preparatory Certificates
MAY, 1917
COLLEGE PREPARATORY
Atchison, Emma Morrow
ins. Erma
.rnald. Winifrei
Berger. Mary
HIGH SCHOOL
GiBBS. Cecile Moore. Evelyn
Jacobs. Lightie Patton. Jeannette
Jones. Frances Sandusky. Mary Mo
Long, Ruth Skiles, Helen
Trimble. Eunice
Whorley. Louella
^is Yeatman. Reba Lee
A" A
^^
pernor
—vbble
Vicc-Pr,
.iJenl
iidenl
Fleta May Currv
Catherine V. Sledge
Mattie B. Craig Sergcanl-al-Arms
Miss Ross .Sponsor
Secretary
Treasurer
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The Senior Middle Class
A Botanical Tour Through the Senior Middles
K You Doubt Us Consult a Botany Book
Name Botanical Name Genus Name Botanical Name Genus
Charmian Aikjns Lady slipper Pavlowibus Elizabeth Craig Daisy Volium
Marv Anderson Innocence No i-expressibus Mattie B. Craig Thistle Chatteri
Gladys Lu Vica Andre Narrow-leaved sage Engagium Mary J. Crane Cranberry. Newsium
Annie Armstrong Trailing arbutu Volium Fleta May Curry Nasturtium Jumpibus
Grace Barse , , . . Scarlet paintedcup Nc nstudiorium Margaret Davenport Sensitive pla It Conscientia
Helen Bartley , . . Thimble berry Knitibus Mary E. Douthit Marsh pink Timoribus
Hattie Barton . . Crimson ramblt r Petium Marie L. Duke Pitcher plant Boyibus
Hazel Jean Bennett Heartsease Boyibus Neva J. Dunworth Sweet fern Abstractorium
Mary Pickens Benson Barberry Regularmm Sadie F. Edwards Passion flowe r . .
Julia Bierschwale Climbing bittersweet Latmum Bon js dispositionem
Anne Blotcky Crossvine Gladiorium Clarite Elliott , Sunflower Sunnium
Frances Bowers Telegraph plan Stillium Helen M. Fink Knapweed , . Sleepibus
Drusilla Brahan Allspice Spjortibus Eudora Finley Mallow rose Quietum
Louise Brewer Winterberry Peacibilis Helen Foley Thorn bush Writus
Lillian Brower Heart leaf Libranum Thelma C. Folsom Lead plant Cornetibus
Beatrice Brumbaugh Shamrock Non studiorium Eleanor Ford Pepper grass Fidem brotherem
Mary Buchanan Date palm Boyibus Sue Moore Fullilove Lungwort , Johnibus
Sophia K. Buck Wisteria Glad.bus Pauline Gibbs Lily of the Valley Angelicus
LiLA BURFORD Tread softly Greet ibus Hattie Giddens Cotton Delayium
Helen Burke . Chestnut Cleverius Louise Goldman Prickly ash Svmatheticum
Mildred Carroll Closed gentian Wittii Doris M. Goudge Black-eyed-Susan Ballia
Undine Case Four-leafed clo ^er Luckium Lucile Gray Snowdrop Wiltorium
Helen S. Clark Smartweed Tennisium Ruth M. Grundy Primrose Fairabus
Mary Ellen Clark Rattle box Crushem Helen Gunder Parsnip '^on expressibus
Elizabeth Clay Ghost flower Growibus NelleGunn Spice bush Ballia
Mary Mable Clemens Clematis Palestinii Madeline HainsfurthER Dandelion Gratius
America Connor Hay Smilium Phyllis Harper Bramble Slim Jimmium
Geneva Cook Sweet briar , Palestinii Alice Harrison Loosestrife Broadibus
Blanche Cottingham , Plane tree Conscientia Mabel Hartley Flag . . . , Ambitionem
A Botanical Tour Through the Senior Middles—Continued
Name Botanical Name Genus Name Botanical Name Genus
Ruth Hawkins . Indian teakettle Owlium Eleanor M. Long Shooting star Talkibus
Coy C. Hays Mist flower . Cov Anna Z. Lynd Forget-me-not Bunchibus
Myrtle Head . . . Sweet Myrtle StiUium Florence MacClay Corn Impressibus
Elizabeth Herrick . Sundrop Reservedem Margaret Mallory Wild bean . Brightibus
Helen Hickman . . Hyacinth Rattleum Frances W. Marseilles Tuhp Socialium
Frances Hicks Sneezeweed Cutibus MoZELLE McCoLLUM Meadow beauty Skeeterem
Grace Higcins Nutmeg Botanem Elizabeth B. McCoun Morning glory Memorium
Evelyn Pittman Hill Lichen . Sweetibus Marcia McDaniel Sugar maple Ballia
Elaine Hockenberger Cedar Aquaticum Ada Aletha McGinnis Prickly pear Ejigagium
May Holt Inkberry . Bookibus Frankie R. McKee Monkey flower Jokibus
Lois Horne Marigold . Dearibus Mildred E. Meints . . Pennywort Megaphonicus
Mary Howard . . . , Johnny jump up Stagium Irene S. Merillat . . Ivy . . Dignitem
. Sweet pea
Cardinal flower
Wee-um Marvel M. Merillat Moss .... . . . Stillum
Myra Hudson Musicium Mildred K. Meyer . . Catch fly . . . Chatterem
Margery Hughes Buttercup Methodicmm Ruth E. Miller Pine Brillianti
Violet Hutton White violet Librarium
Daintibus
Sadye a. Miller
Hilda C. Mitchell
Toothache tree
Touch-me-not
Dentibus
Mary E. Imhoff . Catnip . Councilium
Mildred Irby . . Sweet William Noiselessium
Talkem
Musicium
Louise Montgomery
Marie Moon
Florence Moriarty
Pansy
Moon flower
Magnolia
Studium
Carrie Jackson . , . Crocus Workem
Lillian M. Jenkins Sensitive briar Farraribus
Dorothy Jones . . Daffodil Studiorium
on-Smithium
Natalie Moses
Hazel Muchmore
Riverweed
Hazelnut
Shyem
Mary T. Jones Umbrella tree N Regularem
Miriam Kern ... Bouncing Bet Jumpibus Ruth A. Nicholson Chickory Crowibus
Hazel O. King Witch Hazel Quietum Leah Norman Wild lemon Frenchibus
Zeniae Kizer Wake-robin Mousium
Sweetibus
Boyibus
Julia V. Ott
Leah M. Patt
Margie Pfeffer
Honey ball
Peach
Ladies- tresses
Homibus
Irene Knight . Nightshade Councilium
CoRiNNE Kramer . . . Persimmon Practicium
Cora Leahy . . Weeping willow Homibus Evelyn Ponder . Clinging vine Lovibus Dawnibus
Helen Leatherman Leather flower Quietum Helen Price ... Snow ball bush Athletibus
Florence Leeth Star grass Themibus June Price Juneberry Flirtibus
Elizabeth A. Leggett Jewell weed . Brania Helen D. Rapp . . Crab apple Kindlyem
Mrs. W. C. Lehman Ragged orchid . . Joinium Amelia N. Ray ... Maidenhair fern Mrs. Blantonem
Kathryn Lillard . . . Bell flower ... Paintem Ednabrown Regard Fleur de lis . , . . Ballia
A Botanical Tour Through the Senior Middles -Continued
Numc
Zeline Wilfred
Louise Regen
Lola M. Remick
Bertha M. Robe
Josephine Rob.d,
Mary P. Rowlen
Helen E. Rubel
Esther Ruhl
Jean Sartor.us
Marian Scheer
Mabel Sellars
Elizabeth Smelt
Marjorie H. She
Josephine Shurt
Elizabeth Silvej
Frances Silverm
Margaret P. Skinner
Fletcher Slaton
Catherine V. Sledge
Arline Smith
Josephine Smith
Mae Lucille Smith
Zilpah M. Smith
Martha D. Snadon
Eugenia Sno
Jean Spive
Faye Stan
Leota Stoi
tolamcal Na,
Rose de Pa
Ma apple
Huckleberry
Bluebell
Spike bush
Lavendar
Hydrangea
Spanish bayonnett
Str vberr
Hemlock
Silverbell
S.lverbell
,
.
Canna
Fly trap
Morning glory
Trumpet vine
Water (eather
Nettle
Bellflower
Wall nut
Bachelor buttoi
Bluet
Water lily
Irish potato
Genus
Likem
Brightibus
Theda
Engagium
Talkem
Puntanem
Noisium
Kmdem
Noisium
Dentibus
Dignitem
. Pepibus
Societti
Dietem
Prettibus
Enga gibus
Talkem
Chewium
Dearibus
Shyem
Pepii
Likem
Kindlyum
True bluem
Shyem
Campium
Aquaticum
McGinnis
Name Botanical Name Genus
Rose Lee Strorck Goose berry Eat is
Hazel Stubbs Raspberry , . Laughibus
Frances Sutton English violet Bunchibus
Esther Taber Duckweed Aquaticum
Veda Taylor Wintergreen Sunnium
Louise E. Thomas Coryopsis Laughibus
Adelaide Thompson Anemone Timidium
Margaret Trimble Aspen leaf All-roundium
Josephine Turner Geranium Brightem?
Frances Turney Sweet gum Kmttibus
Elizabeth M. Tykle Cowslip Amusem
Eloise Varnedoe Lilac Interestem
Eddie Voss Holly Regularem
Frances O. Walton Mint . . Cuticum
Mary Anne Welch Partridge berry
Sheph ;rdem plaidem
Merle Ross Welch Sturdy oak Spartem
Mildred Welch Orange blossom Elopibus
Louella Whorley Burning bush Gaddiorium
Ella Bird Wilson Bride's rose Matrimonium
Cornelia Witherspoon Deer's tongue Silentem
Mary G. Witherspoon Poplar Societi
Helen K. Wood , , Obedient plant Conscientia
Helen Wooley Wooley rag weed Stunningem
CORINNE WoOTTEN Sassifras . Cheekibus
Minnie Wyche , , Gay feather Nicem
Oleta Youngblood Egg plant Cuticum
Elizabeth M. Zimmerman Virginia creeper Manem
A Romance in Name(s)
pHE Knight s \oungbloocl stirred as he thought of the King s Cook, because he had a Case on her. He
T^
knew the Duke was Fulhlove for her. too, but the Knight had his Head set and nothing short of the
^ golden Harper could turn him from his Purpose.
^^ By Scheer nerve he persuaded the Taylor to make him some new Shurts (his best Sellars). the
Price of which meant man\- a Rubel. for the trip
The Knight, who was some Singer, began to whistle a Carrol when an idea Stroeck him and he cried:
"Hand me McKee. Imhoff! I'll go if I have to Leggett! " Instead, however, he got into his Ford, honked
the Home and set out directly Ho-ward. Riding through the Wood, the Snodgrass seemed to Tykle him as he
was a little Stout. He drove furiously without Regard to the Clay and got to Hains—further off than the Kizer's
Hill. He stopped at the Hutt-on the Hill to enquire the way. Just then he espied a Long way off a Wooley Bier-
schwale.
"Ott I to Skinner? " he questioned.
He did not stop to Ponder, but with Muchmore courage than he had ever shown before, by the pale Gray Moon
he grabbed a-Holt his Gunn and fired. The great bulk began to Trimble and Turner ound. Fmally as the Russians
would say it was nothing but a Blotcky on the landscape.
"Moses! " ejaculated the Knight.
A Crane flew Ed-wards at that minute and he Gunder. too. having taken a Patt aim.
Shaken, he gulped down a draught of Mallo-ry and drew his Rapp tightl\- around himself as he disappeared
into the darkness.
Ander-son, he got that girl!
—F. R. M.
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College Special Class
Priscilla Armstrong Sybil
Anjanette Barbour Please Help Emily
Flora Booth The Little Lady m Blue
Ella Boswell , Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Myrt.ce Brabham Daddy Long Legs
Eva Lea Brower Go To It
Helen Brown The Little Minister
Louise Bryan Girl of My Dreams
Ola Maie Bryant It Pays to Advertise
Martha Lynne Buchanan . . Peg O' My Heart
Della Capps The G.rl from Utah
Mary Kim Carrigan So Long. Letty
Elizabeth Grosser The Only Girl
Jack Cruse The Music Master
LuciLE Davis The Crinoline Girl
Mildred Dole Stop. Look and Listen
Nell Dulin Upstairs and Down
Ariana Ely Baby Mine
Catherine Fast The New Henrietta
Gladys Fite Madame Butterfly
Bennie Foreman Have a Heart
Edna Gollihar . Turn to the Right
Ruth Goodman The Passing of the Third Floor Back
Frances Hall Sweethearts
Frances Harris Getting Married
Willie Hayes A Kiss tor Cinderella
Gladys Henly The Modern Eve
Lou Neita Hodges Pollyanna
Mayre Hoffman The Light That Failed
Zelma Howard Fair and Warmer
Genevieve Kerr The Wanderer
Myrtle Kimmons Old Homestead
Kathryn Kirkham The Magic Flute
Alberta Lake Watch Your Step
Zola Lancford Canary Cottage
Margaret La Rue Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Cora Lee Cousin Lucy
Ethel Lockhart If
Mary Logan The Melody of Youth
Rebecca Maetze The Show of Wonders
Clara Martin Hanzel and Gretel
Helen Mattes Captain Kidd. Jr.
Verna McKee 1 Should Worry
Jennie McLean Jerry
Hazel Mercer The Pink Lady
Pauline Minich Stranger Than Fiction
Fannie Moffitt The Slim Princess
Ruth Moncrief The Chocolate Soldier
Frank Montgomeri Nobody Home
Ruth Moore Our Betters
Lois MoucH Katinka
Mildred Norwood The Littlest Rebel
Marjorie Offenhauser Maggie
Jewell Parker Love O' Mike
Lucy Parry The Honor System
Myra Peacler Grumpy
Frances Petro When Dreams Come True
Elizabeth Petchford , hjtperience
Winnie Powell Come Out of the Kitchen
Mary Prohaska . Magic
Anna May Ratcliff , The Professor's Love Story
Florence Rauch The Gentleman From Indiana
Lucille Robider Fixing Sister
Ruth Rochelle Out There
Margaret Schuessler Erstwhile Susan
Elizabeth Shelburne A Successful Calamity
Jessie Sherard Her Soldier Boy
Miriam Shoemaker Johnny Get Your Gun
Evelyn Sillers Hip, Hip, Hooray!
LuRUTH Smith The Bird of Paradise
Willie Sparks You're In Love
Dorothy Sutton The Passing Show
Lorena Tate High Jinks
Louise Thomson She Stoops to Conquer
Eleanor Turney The Yellow Jacket
Madeline Vollor The Harp of Life
Rosa Wadsworth Lilac Time
Myreon Walton Kick In
Thelma Whaley Within the Law
Hattye Mae White The School for Scandal
Irene Wilson Object -Matrimony
Winnifred Wright The Auctioneer
Katye Wyche Very Good Eddie
loNE ZiGLER The Willow Tree
Freda Zimmerman Nothing But the Truth
JUNIOR^IDDLE
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OFFICERS
Georgia Caro President
Bettie Billincsley Vice-President
Evelyn Moore Secretary
Charlotte Tainter
Frances Jones Sergeanl-at-Ar
Mrs. Kempton Sponsor
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When They Laugh
Dr. Blanton says you can tell what a girl is by when she laughs. What do these prove?
Adele laughs with greatest delight
When her jokes on Leila turn out right
Erma laughs when you mention crush.
Indeed she has one, and gives her a rus
.
Anc
When Adeles jokes turn out wrong
Leila Beall laughs right hearty and long.
Winifred Arnald—
Winifred's laugh creeps out from her lips
When Mrs. Lester hands over "Excused-study" slips.
Emma Morrow Atchison—
"Dink" laughs at the sight of a telephone slip.
She hopes she has orders to town to skip.
Mary Berger--
"Polly's" sense of humor is most queer
—
Its aroused when eating time draws near.
Betty Billingsley —
Betty's face is a continual smile
—
Her mother visits her once in a while.
Dorothy Fay Boddie
"Dot" laughs with undoubted delight
When she passes history tests all right.
Edythe Wallace Bodine—
Edith IS happy and laughs indeed.
When to sing in church there is no need.
Alice Burt—
Of her expression, she's so awfully proud.
She laughs when she gets to read out loud.
Georgia Caro—
"George" is always so full of fun
When those precious Sundays yfna//iv come.
Willie Glower-
Willie doesn't even smile;
She's busy talking all the while.
Elizabeth Cope—
Elizabeth laughs at an opportune time
Her "Dad " lectures us and takes her to dine.
Caroline Copeland —
Caroline's face changes from gloom to joy
At the mere mention of the word boy.
Ida Elizabeth Fentress—
Ida is quiet, but laugh she will
When her laundry is minus an excess bill.
Edna Fisher—
Edna Fisher's so full of fun
She'll laugh at everything with everyone.
Mary Foshee-
Mary's laugh is of the everlasting kind
—
Not even Saturday school does she mind.
Cecile GiBBS—
Cecile is good-natured and smile she must.
As for that laugh, it will never rust.
Bessie Heidelberg—
Bess has eyes that dance all the while.
She has to laugh hard to match their smile.
Annie James House-
Have you ever heard tell of Mary Van?
Laugh at her, Annie James can.
Anna May Jenkins -
Anna May's happy when mail arrives -
On those big. fat letters she surely thrives.
Virginia Ruth Jackson
The name Morrison may not make you smile
—
Mention it to Jennie— it's worth your while.
LiGHTiE Jacobs—
In Physics she causes all to laugh.
And of the mirth, her own makes half.
Helen Johnson -
Helen has a roomy that's sometimes funny.
Thus her own dispositions unusually sunny.
Olive Johnston-
Saturday school sHps can never make her anger show.
She receives them weekly, so her spirits aren't low.
Frances Jones —
"Fran" will laugh anytime for a piece of gum.
For she's a Spearmint fiend, so declared by some.
LoNNiE Maples Jones -
Lonnie laughs with o'erjoyed delight
When Helen Rapp comes into sight.
Helen Elizabeth Killebrew —
We envy Helen her cause of merriment-
Most every week-end at home is spent.
When They Laugh Continued
Virginia Kraft—
One week no excess came to Miss Kraft.
And is it strange she felt happy and laughed?
Adine Lampton—
When she disturbs the chemistry class
'Tis then the pestering lady laughs.
Ruth Long—
When to a dance our Ruthie trots.
She laughs just lots and lots and lots.
Eloise Loyd --
She laughs when she can go to school,
For she's so ghastly fond of Rule.
Madelyn Lusky—
Madelyn looks anything but glum.
When to solo class she needs must come(?).
Rosebud Magee—
In Mississippi she was born:
So in Tennessee she's quite forlorn.
Mary Lou McInnis—
Mary Lou only laughs at a whole-hearted pace.
When she can manage to whip that frown on her fa
Evelyn Moore—
"Scrappy's" face is a substantial grin
After the Texas mail comes in.
Margaret Murray—
Murray's curious and sarcastic, too:
Take warning or she'll laugh at you-
Jeannette Patton—
Laughter attends our frolicsome "Pat."
When Miss Heflev don't know where she's at.
Genevieve Reese -
Oh. that Beta pin. that Beta pin,
The mere thought of it makes her grin.
Ellen Roddy —
Ellen as Charlie C. is so very charming.
That the shrieks of her audience are always alarmu
Semie Rogers—
She is happy, sweet, distinctly sublime.
When her Sunday School class arrives on time.
Eileen Roller—
Eileen Roller laughs -Oh. my!!
When a 'Vandy man she doth descry.
Mary Morris Sandusky- -
Don't let this story on vou pall.
But Mary doesn't laugh at all.
Ruth Shipp-
Keen joy her heart doth swell.
When she knows her Latin lesson well.
Helen Louise Skiles—
Unruffled, slow, and steady.
She laughs when she's good and ready.
Bertie Smith—
Completely wreathed in smiles she's seen.
When she can find a room to clean.
Frances Louise Sykes—
Frances laughs and is at ease.
When Chandler's tall form she sees.
Charlotte Tainter—
Charlotte is by mirth attended
Since Pat's monitorship has ended.
Margaret Tone—
Margaret's mail her mirth invokes
When it contains her father's jokes.
Eunice Trimble—
She's a bonny, laughing lass.
When there's no theme to read in class.
Lila Vicars—
Lila laughs when to church she primly walks.
And the preacher to assembled "sisters" sternly talks,
Margaret Way—
She can always escape Miss Hefley's abuse
^
vhen she's absent she has
I We
She laughed at first when Edwin came.
And then things were not just the same.
Dorothy Wefel—
Geometry is so awfulU' simple.
It brings into play Miss Wefel's dimple.
Esther Westmorel.and —
Censorship is never feared.
When the telegrams come from that man Beard.
Ruby Elaine Whidden—
Ruby laughs a lot. we know.
For if she'd weigh, the scales would show!
Sop , Wii
We hear she always laughs
When she looks into the glass.
Marguerite Wise—
Marguerite Wise? Oh. laugh she cai
Simply mention that soldier man.
Ruth Elizabeth Witherspoon—
In joy she does not lack.
If it so happens she's with Jack,
Reba Lee Yeatman—
Reba is so awfully studious.
Bad grades will always leave her dub
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Preparatory Special Class
Name H ill she eoer be without:
Maxine AiNswoRiH Rare experiences
Rebecca Amis Something she has cooked
Florence W. Bartfl. Ragtime
Artie Bond Her powder puff
E.VER1TA Bray Those green hairpms
Dimple Chattin Sewing
Amanda Coke Jennie
Willie Virginia Davis Her Doctor
Grace Deen Helen Alston
Gretchen Detchemendy Excitement
Ethel Emerson Her patience
June Fisher . A joke
Emaline Green Her social engagements
Lucille Hailey A wedding invitation
Pauline Hassell Her pep
Hazel T. Heeter Her blue sweater
Katherine Henson Her books
Irene D. Hill Her woes
Addie Hughs That complicated smile
Geneva Jones Her accent
Maimie L. Jones Her dental engagements
Viola Jones Her hair band
Margaret Kendrick Her ukulele
Artelle Kirk Her telegrams
Louise Knight Her manner
Louise Landers That friend of hers
Name Will she ever be without:
Jessie Lisenby Her tongue?
Helen Lofton Gym?
AiMEE B. Marks Street car fare
Elizabeth McLennan Hazel
Ruth Moss Peroxide
Irene Mott S. N. N.
Anne Orr Her artistic temperament
Bea Peck The Medusa locks
Josephine Peck Her music
Thelma Prickett Her Bible
Lois Reynolds Some plan for mischief
LuciLE M. Rives That smile
Hallie Romincer Hitty
Anne Sanford A bright remark
Mary Kathryn Sears A practice slip
Jama Sharp Oh. my!
Florence Spence A. D. R, F. S. S. T.
Helen Taylor Her opinions
Mary Trice Miss Hefley at her heels
Catherine Thompson
.
Rouge
Madelyn Trull Her good grades
Emma Walker Her gum
Mary T. Weber Her mail
Joan Weeks Florence
Jackie White Those earrings
Ruth Willetts Perfect French le
Junior Class
OFFICERS
Kathleen Ford President
Betty Templeton Vice-President
Alma W. Shanks Secretary
Julia Ann Edmundson Treasurer
Ruby Dan Murphy Sergeanl-at-Arms
Miss Sheppe Sponsor
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Junior Class
Our Slogan Being "It Pa> s to Advertise, " We Present as Follows:
Marv Alice Allnutt "Frog in your ihroat"
Helen Alston . "Be fair to the Utile folks: they are worth if
Madge Bartlett "Make your mind a file, not a Pile"
Elinor Lois Batchelor
"You can weigh exactly what you wish"
Marie Velma Bates "Make this your Home Building year"
Louise S. Bell . "Big Ben"—Gets "em up in the morning
John Ida Belt "Stop forgetting!"
Hazelle Birmingham "A high school course in three years"
Edith Blaydes "Uneeda Biscuit"
Elsie Mae Bradley "Ease your /ee("
Clarence Bruce Brewer
.
-
. "Sleep and grow beautiful"
Frances Chandler "A skin you love to touch"
Elizabeth Clement "Rapid"—Fireless cooker
Elizabeth Coggins . "Chases dirt"
Martha Josephine Cole "A four inch shelf of heallh books'
Laura Conger "Short story writing"
Orlean Dodson "Grow young as you grow older"
Julia Ann Edmundson . . "Wedding Suggestions" - Deans
Elizabeth Embry "Never shrink"
Ruth Emerson "How to grow tall"
Dorothy Fain "Klearflax"
Kathleen Fleming /
Minnie Luther Fleming ( "^ '" °"^
Glayds Ford "The luxury of light weight"
Kathleen Ford "Polish up your English"
Louise Fowler "Clark's "Thinning Salt"
Marie Grace Dromedary 0) dates
Gladys Grider
"Cunter's Son—20' , reduction on leopard coats"
Louise Mai Hager "You take no risk"
Freddye Harrell "Hasn't scratched yet"
Kathleen Adair Hilburn "Don't snore"
Margaret Hollinshead "Sun Kist"
Josephine Lawnin
"Eventually, why not now Gold Medal Flouy"
Maymee D. Long "You can be so well"
Fanny Lovin "Bon Ami "
Mary Belle Marshall "Shur-On"
Frank McCee "Reduce your flesh "
Elizabeth Merrill
"Misguided efforts of public-/iea/(/! board"
Edith Miller ... "Don't shout"
Bessie Mullendore "No meal is commonplace "
Ruby Dan Murphy
, , , "Forsj—The Spring tailor-mades"
Beverly Orchard "Is your garden a joke? "
Lady Marie Pettus "Get a refrigerator worthy of you "
Irma Powers "In Turkish Fields " (Pall Mall)
LuciLE Samuels "Are you interested in a home?"
Mattie Ruth Selley "Nestle permanent hair wave "
Alma Willis Shanks
"Do you like to draw— Car/ooni's(s are well paid "
Margaret Shropshire
.
"The workers of the world use Shredded Wheat"
Louise Simpson "Multi Kopy"
Sara Smith "Once in every man's life "
Emma Gene Snyder "Bringing Paris to you "
Mayberry' Spellings
"Beauty and transparency with remarkable durability "
Hilda Staude
, , , "Savage Arms - Savage for sureness "
Dena Taylor "Become a nurse "
Eleanor Taylor . . "A long, clean, unbroken record"
Betty Templeton
, "Guaranteed not to rust, break or tear "
Helen Van Amburg
"You can weigh exactly what you should "
Leonora C. Weirauch "Act now"
Lillian Bird Whitsell "Black's Safety-tread cannot fail you "
Bessie Williams "The cult of beauty"
Frances A. Williamson . . "Carmen Complexion Powder"
Margaret Woods
. "Learn to speak German in d^ jew days"
Mary Mildred Zick
"Get your mirror to tell you what your friends will not"
SOPHOMORE
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Sophomore ciass
Name W'untcd"
BlLLlE Anthony A center
Jennie A^ Ashworth A nap
EuLA Atkens More time to talk
Martha Baird We'll never tell
Margaret R. Barbee Red
Laura Bird A barrel of powder
Hazel Bissett Annie Sue
May M. Brabham Home
Blanch Campbell The Abolishment of Saturday School
loNA M. Carmichael A back seat m church
Frances D. Christoph A cage
Jennie W. Coke Her old Kentucky home
Elizabeth Coyle Time to dance
Isabella Cullom . . - A commencement invitation
Catharine R. Davis A spoon
Leona Dickinson A's
Gladys Edwards To be in Covington
Bernice Furrh Crutches
Pearl M. Gibson A ticket home
Celia Goldner A violin recital
TuLLiA Graves A curl (Currel)
Katharine M. Greene "How to behave at a banquet "
Mary E. Guitar , , An encyclopedia
Mary A. Hail , . . . Permission to attend a frat dance
Emily Halle Fried chicken for breakfast
Louise Hendrick Tonic
Clarissa H. Herrick A "Princeton John"
LuciLE Holman A "Sewanee Hop"
Amy Hoover A change of scenery
Sarah Hopkins Name in the Hyphen
Madeleine R. Jacobs A muffler
Julia Kerley A seat on the mourner's bench
Jennie M. Lane Sanatogen
Name " Wanted"
Ferne La Plante A man
Marguerite Loftus A trip
Dorothy Love A clock
Alice L. Miller A secretary
Mary Miller Reserved table at Decker's
Harriet Milligan Her hair up
Josephine Mitchell Her ring
Anita Molitor Hot weather'^
Elizabeth Moran A million (what'J)
Annie S. Myers A trained nurse
Virginia Noe Eligibility to The Memory Book
Nellie M. Norman More jewelry
Cleo Parsley A new crush
Marjorie Potter A rush
Lorena Rebman Someone to advise
Elizabeth Rogers News
Ella Mae Rogers Anti-fat
Mary A. Schleicher Algebra
Susie E. Spragins Dignity
Sara Sudekum A "frat" pin
Marguerite Thackaberry Letters from Illinois
Kathleen Tillman A mountain climb
Myrteil Towns A star
EuLA 'Waldrep To draw
Rowena 'Walker A house
LuciLE 'Warren To be always with "Bob"
Martha Watts A snappy story
Marie Weil A Kaiser's power
Dorothy Wiggins Miss Morrison
Margaret Woodside Her bored air
Mildred Woolwine A crush
JuANiTA Youngblood Olcita
freshman class
officers
katharine garretl president
ruth cowden vice-president
marian a. mathews secretary
Harriet thompson treasurer
marcelle darling sergeanl-at-arms
Miss Thatch Sponsor
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freshman class
iber*
bainbridge. doroiby
barker, inez
brabham. Helen Virginia
brown, alice
brown, lucille
buckner. elizabeth Jackson
cage, alvajo
clement, rachel lee
coolie, mabel h.
cowden. rath
cutshaw. margueri.
darling, marcelle
eberhart. gertrudc
edwards, lucy
filgo, margaret m.
garrett. Catharine
helburn, mary
hewitt, reba
hill, elizabeth allcr
howc, inez wood
joslin, eula
kumler, emma
long.juanita
love, anne greyson
mcgowen. margaret bee
mcintosh, mildred kathe
mathews, marian adele
moseley. eugenia fletchei
rawls. martha
roberts. edith scotl
sharpe. elizabeth
shwab. emily
stapp. mozcllc
thompson. Harriet
t abue. Olivia
truett, margaret louise
Warner, martha woollen
hollinshead. dorinda
A Ward-Belmont Slogan
It was a sunny April day
The chapel bell was ringing.
And so I there betook my way
And entered in the singing.
The service all appealed to me
1 was in a happy mood
Till Dr. Blanton rose to speak
And spoke of "Attitude."
As 1 was going down a hall
A notice there I sighted.
A student meeting 'twas to call
And I? 1 was delighted.
I ran with eagerness to it
In fear of being late
—
But horrors! A tall girl arose
And said "Cooperate."
And now wherever I may go.
Whatever I am domg.
Those two much harped on. deadly words
Forever are pursuing.
It seems that it must be my fate
No matter what my mood
To be told to "cooperate"
And guard my "attitude."
Special Students
Allenv
Anderson. Mrs. W. R.
,
Mildred
,
Helen
AuL. Louise
Bayer. Helen Elizabeth
Beal. Bessie Mai
Beasley. Susie Mai
Bell, Maggie
Benedict, Louise
Bernstein, Clarence. Jf
Bernstein. Phillip
Black. Ella D
Blanks. Nova Lynn
Bledsoe. Frances
Bogle, Elizabeth
Brackin, Ellene
Bransford. Ann Dudley
Brown, Virginia
Mai
.
Mrs. G. W.
Bush. Fannie May
Carpenter. Rachel
Carter. Leah
Carter. Thomas
Chapman, Ruth
Cohen. Hazel Lai
Compton. Nell
Cooper. Mrs. Robin
Cotton. Mary Yoxall
Cowden, Eleanor W.
DoRMAN. Bessie
DoRRIS, BeRNICE
DoRRIS. LUCILE
Drane. Wesley
Draper. Bessie
Early. Evelyn
Ensor. Bertha
Evans. Frances
EwiNG. Llewellyn
Faw, Kernan
Fentress, Alline
Foster. Ruth
Fry. Dora Mae
Fry, Josephine
Fuller. Elizabeth
Geny. Christine E.
Gillespie. Mamie Louise
Gilmer. Nora
Hall, Eleanor
Hall, Laura
Hallock. Mrs. Louise S.
Hardwick. Mrs. N. P.
Harrington. Mildred A.
Hayes. Annie Lee
Ha , Ma
Hege. Flora B.
Hitchcock. Sara
Hood. Elmo C.
Hopkins, Glenn
Hopkins. Leslie
House. Sarah Park
Hudson. Mrs. Thos. M.
James. Ruby
Jarratt. Aubrey
Jennings, Pauline
JoBLiNG. Mrs. J. W.
Johnson, Mary Elizabeth
Jones, Beatrice
Jones, Carolyn
Jones, Catherine
Kadel, Ruby
KiGER, L. Vernon
KiLLEBREW, Martha
King. Mary Ethel
Lallemand, Freeda Mai
Landis. Mary
Levy. Hazel L.
Levy. Leah Bell
Lindsley. Henrietta
Luke. Mrs. Lucy W.
Lunsford. Julia
LusK. Mrs. Robert
Mahoney, Mary
Manlove. Mary
Matthews. Mrs. D,
McBride. Euclid
McGiLL. Annie Kendrick
McGuGiN. Lucy Ann
McPherson.HelenWallace
McQuiDDY, Marion Sue
McReynolds, George M.
Mecoy. Mary Ed
Mendelsohn. Louise
Miller, Charlene
Morgan. Viva Grace
Morris. Edna Earl
LY. Margaret
Margaret E.
MoxLEY. Dorothy E.
Murphree. Evelyn
Nelson. Virginia
Nenon. Gertrude
Newell. Arline H.
Nichols. Hattie
Owsley. Ruth
Parker, Fitzgerald, Jr.
Phillips. Mrs. J. H.
Pickett. Alice
Pilcher. Catherine Ber
Ransom. Margaret
Regen. Martha
Rhea, Frances P.
RippY, Mrs. Fred J.
Roberts, Mrs. Jack
Salter. Mildred
Savage. Leslie Nelson
Seale. Margaret
Settle. Mary Marshall
Sherley. Elizabeth Goe
Simon. Hazel
Skinner. Eula Mae
Slater. Helen
Smartt. Mrs. Wm.
Smith. Eudora A.
Smith. Marie
Smith. Mildred
Stockell. Mrs. Frank
Stokes. Adrienne
Street. Katherine
Stuart. Blanche
Taylor. Annie M.
Thuss. Clemence
Tolmie. Margaret Phi]
TuRLEY. Mary
Vaden. Lucille
VicK. Mrs. E. H.
Wade. Dorothy
Waller. Martha N.
Warner. Emily
Watkins. Vivian
W
M
Je
ERGER. Kathleen
Wheeler. Elizabeth
Wheeler. Nina Lloyd
Whitsitt. Louise
Whittemore. Mrs. W. M.
WiLKERSoN, Dorothy
Williams. Carolyne
Wilson. Florine E.
WoLL. Louise
Woods, Paul
Woods, Sallie Mai
Young. Evelyn
Zander, Reba
INTERMEDIATE CLASS
Adams. Florence M. DUDLEY. TrEVANIA DaLLAS HowsE. Elizabeth OCILV E. Mabel
Allen. Carolyn Duval. Margaret Hubbs, Mary Neville ParMAM. Martha
Allen. Mary G. FiTHlAN. Elizabeth Edith Hudson. Annie Mar 1- Peterman. FranCES
Ba.rd. Helen Fuller, Elizabeth Ingram. Harriett W. Price. Virgin A
BissETT. Grace Garrabrant, Elsie Jones. Ella Helen Riddle. Vir ilNlA
Carter. Rubye Lee Cray. Frances AlbERTi Leonard, JEA^ Settle. Esther
Caruthers. Minnie Hackett. Lyda Willi s Luck. Susan Warden. M ARGARET LlNDSLEY
Clark, Laura Harris. Dorothy MiLUM. Osia B. Wheeler. EM^4A Lou
Clarkson. Sarah Elizabet H Haston. Evelyn MoRELLi. Whitfield Wilkerson. Jen ^lE
Cowden. Mildred HiGGINS. KaTHERINE Munch. Luz WiLson. Mary EliZABE^TH
Dickinson. Martha O. H GGiNS. Lucia
Orion
ON. Mary Louise
^strong. Prewitt
!lake. Mary Leah
Cooke. Margaret
Derryberry, Hil
PRIMARY CLASS
Mr Har
Dickinson. Helen T.
Forrest. Marguerh
Hackett. Ralph
Hall. Rebecca
H Me
OLLINSHEAD. JoHN R.
HowsE, Helen
Manthey, Bailey
Martin. Janie
Martin. Willian
Neil. Arcie Sherrod
Ov'ERALL. Dorothy
Panagiotopulos. Vasso
Watkins. Billy
Welburn. Martha
Winkler. Margaret
The Tragedy of Middle March
Half after two the clock has struck.
And at the post-office they seek their luck.
Forlorn as well as happy faces.
From all sorts of folks and places.
Will she get a letter, or will she notV
Will she be remembered, or quite forgot?
Voices shrill and voices low -
"Oh. but I do want a letter so!"
"Oh. poor, forsaken. Httle me!
How he can do it, I fail to see.
He has all the time in the whole wide world.
And not a line!" poor Ins hurled.
"You know so well he's doing me dirt -
A7[/ correspondence / never shirk."
Jackie's voice rings out quite clear.
And of course Everita sings out right near.
"Oh. Jackie, precious, listen to me!
A bid to Sewanee! Just look and see!"
"Oh. sa-a-y. Katie, bless his heart!
If Dad with a check didn't actually part!"
As Sutton's voice melodious fell.
The girls stood enthralled beneath the spell.
Niggie has a package, strange to say.
And each little freckle speaks dismay.
"No-o-o! I can't believe my eyes!
A box of food! Good stuff," she cries.
"This slip m\- good time sure does fix
—
I'm afraid Miss Hefley brains has nix."
And Katherine Walker holds up the "crool"
Detested slip to Saturday School.
"You're not the only one that's doomed—
On my request Miss Mills has gloomed.
And John was going to be there, too!
Oh. June, do tell me what do r/o.'"
Catherine Davis' healthy face
Is sadly, madly out of place.
"Oh. quit your frowning
—
please shut up!"
Consoling, cries our Mary Buck.
"My head is aching like the deuce -
I'm a nervous wreck, you silly goose;
Let's look and p'raps his car we'll see!"
"Oh, is that Life? Well, ain't this rich?
You know that picture's cute as a crutch."
Rowena quick the book devours.
While the girl that owns it simply glowers.
Thus the seekers come and go.
And sorrow deep or gladness know.
According to whether or not some friend.
Some news of "the loved ones " on does send.
'Tis such a very simple thing
To make a heart with rapture sing
—
Now. you who read this little lay.
"Obey that impulse "—Write!!—Obey.
—E. M.
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Emil Winkler
Director of the Ward-Belmont Con
servatory of Music
Browne Martin
Musical Sciences
Arthur Henkel
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Dean of Voice Department
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MUNDV. Lois
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Neil. E
Newell Arline
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.
Leah
Offenh »user. Mabjor
Orchar 0. Beverly
Palmer Doris
Parker Jewel
Peacoc.
.
ESTELLE
Peck. BEA
Peck. J JSEPHINE
Settle. Mary M,
SvNDER. Emma Gen
Tabe R. Esther
Tate LORENA
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.
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Music Students
Anderson, Leila B.
Anderson. Mary Van
Andre. Gladys
Birmingham. Hazel
Blackman. Mary Book
Blaydes Edith
Blotcky, Anne
Boddie. Dorothy
Bodine. Edythe
Boswell. Ella
Brabham. Myrtice
Bracken. Ellene
Bray. E, Everita
Brown. Amelia
Bryant. Ola Mai
Burns, Nell
Burt, Alice
Cameron. Helen
Capps. Della
Carmichael. Iona
Carpenter. Ellen
Chapman, Ruth
Clark, Helen
Coke. Amanda
Cooper. Mrs. R.
Cowden. Eleanor
Craig. Mary
Crosser, Elizabeth
Curry, Fleta May
Davis. Lucile
Deen. Grace
DoRRis Bernice
Dunworth. Neva
Elliott. Clarite •
'
Ely. Ariana
Fentress. Elizabeth
Florence. Emily O.
Foreman. Bennie
Fowler, Louise
Fullilone. Sue M.
Gollihar. Ex»na
Goodman. Ruth
GouDGE, Doris
Harper. Phyllis
Harris. Frances
Head, Myrtle
Heeter, Hazel
Hege. Flora B.
Herrick. Elizabeth
HiLBURN. Kathleen
Hoover. Amy
Howard, Mary
Hughes. Addie
Jarrell, Ada Joe
JoBLiN, Mrs. J.
Jones. Genevra
Kendrick. Margaret
Kirk, Artelle
KiRKHAM. KaTHRYN
Knight, Irene
Lake, Alberta
Langford. Zola
LlLLARD. KaTHRYN
Logan. Mary
Long. Mayme
LoWENBURG. HeNRIETTE
Martin. Clara
Marshall. Mary
Meyer, Mildred
McCuLLOM, MOZELLE
McInnis, Mary Lou
McKee. Frankie
McLean, Jennie
Mercer. Hazel
Miller. Charlene
Miller. Edith
Moore, Ruth
Morris. Edna
Offenhauser. Marjorie
Patrick. Esther
Peck, Bea
Peck. Josephine
Petro. Frances
Pitchford. Elizabeth
Ponder. Evelyn
PRICKETT. ThELMA
Ransom. Margaret
Rochelle, Glenn
Sanford. Anne
Sartor.us. Jean
ScHEER. Marion
Schuessler. Ma
Scott, Eli da
Sears. Kathryn
Shelburne. Elizabet;
Shelton. Marjorie
Sherard. Jessie
Sledge. Catherine
Smith. Arline
Smith. Josephine
Staude, Hilda
Stroeck. Rose Lee
Taber. Esther
Tate. Lorena
Taylor, Helen
Thompson. Catherini
Truett, Margaret
ViCK. Mrs. E- H.
Wadsworth. Rosa
Wagner. Juanita
Walker, E.mma
Walker, Katherine
Willetts. Ruth
Wise. Marguerite
Whidden. Ruby
White. Hattie M.
White. Jennie D.
WoLL, Louise
Wyche. Minnie
Young, Evelyn
ZiGLER. loNE
lusic Students Continued
AlKl NS. ErMA
AndiREWS. MiLDRl
BariICER. h-lEZ
BeriOSTEIN
.
Clari
Ber]4STEIN . PiLUI
Brown. H.^LEN
Buci^ANAN
.
Mart
Car-FER. Thomas
COK E.Jen,NIE
Cru:BE. Jack
Dav IS. CatrHERlNl
DraNE. WlESLEY
Ear)LY. Evelyn
VIOLIN
Frit z Schmitz. Instructor
EwiNC. Llewellyn KuMLER. Emma
Frentress. Aline Levy. Leah
Gammon. Betty LisENBY. Jessie
Gibes. Cecile Lusk. Mrs. Robert
Hackett. Lyda McLean. Virginia
Harrell. Freddye Nenan. Gertrude
Hitchcock. Sara Parker. Fitzgerald
House. Annie J. Postal. Geneva
Jarratt. Aubrey Prickett. Thelma
Jenkins. Anna May Roberts. Mrs. Jack
Johnson. Elizabeth ROMINGER. Hallie
King, Ethel Seale. Margaret
Simon, Hazel
Smith, Josephine
Thackaberry. Marga
Truett. Margaret
Watkins. Vivian
Way. Margaret
Weinstein, Bernard
Westenberger, K.
Whitsitt. Louise
Whittemore, Mrs Wi
Woods. Sallie M.
Wylie Ida
ORGAN
F. Arthur HE^.K, Instructor
Bartel. Florence K:iGER. Vernon
Banks. Nora L. Lane. Jennie
Cruse. Jack Luke. Mrs.
OSTER. Ruth McBride.
Fry. Josephine Morrow. Maf
Hallock. Mrs. E, D. RipPY. Mrs. F. J.
Jones. Viola S^jiTH. Mae Lucill
Choral Society
; Ma , Conductor
Mary Book Blackman fresidenl
Ellen Carpenter „
,,
..
y'ce-Pres.dcnl
Josephine Pennewill Second Vice-fresident
Bertiedean Davis Secretary and Treasurer
Mary Book Blackman Accompanist
MEMBERS
AlKINS. ChaRMIAN Fentress. Elizabeth KuMLER. Emma Shoemaker, Miriam
Aikins. Erma Fleming, Kathleen Kerley. Julia Skiles, Helen
Andre. Gladys Florence. Odene Lane, Jennie Slaton, Fletcher
Anderson, Mary Van FoLSoM. Thelma LiLLARD. Kathryn Sherard. Jessie Faye
Atkins, Eula Fowler. Louise Long. Maymee D, Snadon. Martha
Bartel. Florence Fullilove. Sue Moor E Lynd, Anna Smith. Josephine
Birmingham. Hazelle Fithian. Elizabeth McCoLLUM, Mozelle Sparks. Willie May
Bird. Laura Ciddens. Hattie McKee, Frank Steele. Annie Marie
Blaydes, Edith Gammon. Betty McLean, Jennie Sutton. Frances
Blackman, Mary Book Goodman. Ruth Miller, Edith Staude, Hilda
Bodine, Edythe GoUDGE. Doris Moore, Evelyn Stroeck, Rose Lee
Bowers. Frances Graves. Tullia Mercer, Hazel Stubbs, Hazel
Brown. Alice Hayes. Willie Martin. Clara Sutton, Dorothy
Bray. Everita Hainline, Kathryn McClay, Florence Taber, Esther
Brumbaugh. Beatrice Hughes. Addie McCouN, Elizabeth Taylor, Helen
Brown. Lucille Harris. Frances Mitchell, Hilda Tate, Lorena
Brabham. Myrtice Harper. Phyllis MoLiTOR, Anita Taylor. Veda
Burt, Alice Harrell. Freddye MoRiARiTY, Florence Thompson. Adelaide
Burford. Lila Head. Myrtle Offenhauser, Marjorie Thompson. Catherine
Buchanan. Mary Heeter. Hazel Peck, Bea Truett. Margaret
Buchanan. Martha Lyne Howard. Mary Palmer, Doris VoLLOR. Madeline
Carl. Mary HOCKENBERGER. ElaI >JE Pennewill, Josephine Weeks. Joan
Carpenter, Ellen House. Annie James Petro. Frances Welch. Merle Ross
Clark. Helen Jackson. Virginia Ponder. Evelyn Wheeler. Emma Lou
Coke, Amanda Jacobs. Madeleine Prickett. Thelma White, Hattie Mae
Cook. Geneva Johnson. Helen Rapp. Helen WiLLETTs, Ruth
CoPELAND. Caroline Johnson. Ophelia Rebman. Mamie Walker, Emma
Craig. Mary Jones, Viola Sartorius. Jean Wyche, Minnie
Cristoph. Frances Jones. Genevra SCHUESSLER, MaRGARET Walker, Catherine
Curry. Fleta May Kendrick. Margaret ScHEER, Marian Williams, Sophia
Davis. Bertiedean Kirk. Artelle Sears, Kathryn WooLEY, Helen
Davis, Lucille KiLLEBREW, Helen
KiRKHAM. KaTHERINE
Knight. Irene
Shanks, Alma
Shelton, Majorie
Shelburne. Elizabeth
Ward-Belmont Orchestra
Fritz Schmitz, Conductor
MEMBERS
Andrews, Mildred Hitchcock. Sara
Buchanan. Martha l.YN NE HoLDEN. Carl
Carroll. Nellie House. Annie James
Clements. Mrs. H. B. Jenkins. Annie Mae
Coke. Jennie Johnson. Elizabeth
Cruse. Jack Kennedy. John L.. J
DuRY. Carl G. KiCER. Vernon
FoLSOM. Thelma King. Ethel
Gammon. Betty Kirkham. Katherine
Gee. Nellie (Conct rt- Kumler. Emma
master) Levy. Leah Bell
Hackett. Lyda LovEMAN. Maurice
Hantelmann. Osca [{ Loving. Fannie
Harris. A. McLean. Virginia
Henkel. Oscar Nenon. Gertrude
Hinds. M. E. Owsley. Ruth
Park er. FitzgeralD
Postal. Geneva
ROMI nger. Hallie
Sher RILL, W. H.
.SMITh1. Elizabeth
Smiti Josephine
Smiti-
. Thomas
Strobel. R. W.
ThacKABERRY. MaIIGUE
VOLLOR. MaDALINE
WhitTEMORE. Mrs. Wm. M
Westenberger. Jessie
Ward-Belmont Orchestra
May 15. IPI7. 8:15 p. m.
Program
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List of Art Students
Arnold. Helen
Bachelor, Elinor
Bell. Louise
Brewster, Elsie
Brown. Alice
Ely, Ariana
Gilmer. Nora
Green, Emaline
Mainline. Katherine
Hall. Frances
Hill. Irene
HOCKENBERGER. ElaII
Hodges, Lou Neit^
Jenkins, Alfreda
Mattes. Helen
Lake, Alberta
LiSENBY. Jessie
Mecoy. Mary Ed
McGee. Frank
MoucH. Lois
McPherson, Helen W.
Morris, Edna
Nelson, Virginia
Norwood. Mildred
i McKee. Vera
Orr. Anne Chan
PiLCHER. Catherine
Potter. Marjorie
Powell, Winnie
Pitchford. Elizabeth
Rives. Lucile
RoBiDER, Lucille
Savage. Leslie Nelson
Shanks. Alma Willis
Smith. Sarah
Spivey. Jene
Street, Katharine
Stropp. Mozelle
Sutton, Frances
Turley. Mary Fite
Tillman. Kathleen
Trabue, Olivia
I Watts. Martha
Whaley, The
Wefel. D^
White, Jackie
Wyche. Katye
Warden, Margaret Lind
Wheeler. Nina Lloyd
Wilkes, Susan
, Elizab
LIST OF ILLUSTRATORS
Bell, Louise
Mainline, Katherine
Jenkins, Alfreda
Mecoy, Mary Ed
McGee. Frank
McPherson. Helen W.
McKee, Verna
Orr, Anne Ch
PlLCHER. CaTHE
Powell, Winnii
Savage, Leslie Nelson
Shanks. Alma Willis
Smith. Sarah
Street, Katherine
Turley. Mary Fite
Tillman. Kathleen
Trabue, Olivia
Whaley, Thelma
Wilkes, Susan
Zimmerman, Elizabe
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Arts and Crafts
'
Weakle
1 -)
Y, Martha
Weirau :h, Leonora
Wilson. Ella Bird
WOOTTE M. CoRINNE
The Funny Folks What Gits Ye If Ye Don't Watch Out
(APOLOGIES TO RILEY)
The tale in' around old W. B
t believe from me.
^'d better listen good.
An' lots o' folks'll tell ye if ye ^
Ye'd better listen to them an' ye'
Or ye'll git the consequences as all naughty people should.
They may be ghost an' witch tales an' they may be tr
An' you may find to your surprise that they apply to
;
So jist you sit an' listen to the tales I tell about -
'Bout the Funny Folks what gits ye
If
ye
An' once there was a lazy girl who really was a shirk.
She'd cut a lot of classes an' she didn't do her work.
She shocked em. an' she mocked em. an' she said she didn'
An' then when she kicked up her heels an' turned to run ar
There was stern Miss Hefley a'standin' by her side!
An' ' she stays at Saturday School
An' Estell
1 help he
Once there was a schoolgirl who her practice used to hate —
She'd leave in such a hurry, and she'd get there awful late.
She'd hardly wait until Miss BIythe had gotten out of view
Before she'd leave her practice room, pretending she was thrc
But one fine day they caught her at her tricks o' bein' bad.
An' since then every Saturday a printed slip she's had -
An' no more will you see her from her practice slipping out
An' the Lady Blythe'U git ye
If
Once there was a bad. bad girl who never would obey
The things her teachers told her. an' she went her own sweet way.
'Til one time when she crowed about the naughty things she'd done.
Why. Dr. Blanton caught her an' that wasn't any fun.
'Cause since her one excuse was just the phrase "I didn't think.''
He shipped her to her Daddy 'fore she had a chance to wink.
An' you had better listen to these tales I tell about.
Or the Funny Folks'll git ye
If
-/. M.
MISSTOWNSEND
Director of Expression Deparlmeni
Mrs. Kempton
Assislanf Director of Expression Department
Expression
Clover, Marv A. (1916)
Cameron. Helen
Carter, Rowena
SENIOR EXPRESSION CLASS
Landis. Linda
McClure. Elizabeth
Montgomery. Frank
St. Martin, Cidette
Steele, Anne Marie
WiTCRAFT, Mildred
Burt. Alice
Foster, Susan
Fry. Dora Mae
Hawkins, Ruth
ChKTIFICATE EXPRESSION CLASS
Howell, Zelma
Hutton. Violet
KiLLEBREw. Helen
Shipp. Ruth
Shaw. Elizabeth
Thomson. Louise
Turner. Elizabe
Waldron, Ruth
Walker. Rowena
Voss. Eddie
FIRST YEAR EXPRESSION CLASS
Anderson, Mary
Atkins, Eula
AuL. Louise
Baird. Martha
Benson. Mary Picken
Blotcky. Anne
Brandt. Margaret
Brower. Eva Lea
Buchanan. Mai
Buck. Sophia
Burke. Mary Helen
Carter. Ruby Lee
Clark, Mary Ellen
Cook, Geneva
Cottingham. Blanche
Craig. Mattie B.
Davis. Virginia
Elliott. Clarite
Ely, Ariana
Fisher, June
Foley, Helen
Furrh, Bernice
GOLDNER. CeLIA
Gray. Lucile
Grider. Gladys
Hailey. Lucile
Halle. Emily
Hartley. Mabel
Head. Myrtle
Heidleberg. Bessie
Hilbubn. Kathleen
Hollinshead. Margaret
Hughes. Addie
Jackson. Carrie
Jackson, Virginia
James, Ruby
Kerley. Julia
Kimmons. Myrtle
Kirk, Artelle
Leeth, Florence
Lofton, Helen
Long. Eleanor
Love, Dorothy
Marks. Aimee
Marseilles. Fr
Mattes. Helen
McCouN. Eli
McDaniel. Marcia
McLennan, Elizabe
McKee. Frankie
Merrill, Elizabeth
Miller. Sadie
Mullendore, Bessie
Norwood, Mildred
Parry, Lucy
Patton. Jeannette
Petro, Frances
Price, Helen
Price. June
Rives. Lucile
Rhea. Frances
Samuel. Lucile
Sartorius. Jean
Shelton, Elizabeth
Sherard. Jessie Fay
Stubbs. Hazel
Sutton. Dorothy
Taylor. Veda
Vi.
.
LiL
Weeks. Joan
Welsh. Merle
Williams. Marion
Williams, Harriet
Wilson, Irene
Witherspoon. Cornel
Witherspoon, Ruth
Youngblood. Oleta
ZiCK, Mary Mildred
Sramattc program
Recitals by Post Graduate Expression Student
Come Out of the Kitchen by Alice Duer Miller
Pendennis by IVilliam Makepiece Thackeray
(Original Arrangements)
Miss Mary Clover
Recitals by Senior Expression Students
(Original Arrangements)
Old Lady 31 by Louise Frosslund
The Invisible Balance Sheet by Mrs. Kairina Trask
Miss Rowena Carter
Pomander Walk, A Romance of 1805 by Louis N. Parke
Miss Linda Landis
Strongheart Ai, iVilliam C. de Milk
Miss Helen Cameron
The Post Office by RabinJranalh Tagor
Miss Elizabeth McLure
Fanny and the Servant Problem by Jerome K. Jerome
Miss Cidette St. Martin
Green Stockings by A. E. IV. .Mason
Miss Anne Marie Steele
The Probationer Ay .Antony Rowley
Miss Mildred Witcraft
r^ J^- .^iS:^- *^
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X
Mary H. Hfrbrick Alberta Cooper
Margaret K. Lowry
Home Economics
DOMESTIC SCIENCE I
Allnutt. Mary
Amis, Rebecca
Bates. Marie
Benson. Mary
Bird, Laura
Booth. Flora
Brewer. Clarence 1
Brewer. Louise
Case. Undine
Clay. Elizabeth
Clemens, Mabel
Chattin. Dimple I
Coke. Amanda 1mi
Capps. Della
Carrigan, Mary K.11
Detchemendy. Gr
Ford. Gladys
Gibson, Pearl
Harrison, Alice
Adams, Cecilia
Magill. Sarah
Moore. Margare
Bowles, Helen
Brewer. Louise
Carrigan. Mary Kim
Crane. Mary J.
Goldman, Louise
Crane, Mary J.
Deen. Grace
Dickinson, Leona
Dole, Mildred
Dulin, Nell
Fain. Dorothy
Iruce Finley. Eudora
Fisher. Edna
Gibson. Pearl
Goldman, Louise
Goodman. Ruth
Ienson. Catherine
off. Mary
Lee. Cora
LiSENBY.
LoviN.
Mill
Mr
Mo
MoTl
Muchm
Murray.
Powell, Wi
Paterson, Ac
Prohaska. Mar
Roberts. Bertha
,
Ma
KiLLEBREw. Mart
Kraft, Virginia
LiNDSLEY. He.
Magill. Sarah
Patrick. Esther
DOMESTIC SCIENCE li
Pei
Rebman. Mamie
Regard, Zeline
Rogers, Semie
Shoemaker. Mariai
Tainter. Charlotte
DOMESTIC SCIENCE Hi
McCrary. Bertine
Patrick. Esther
Pennewill. Josep
Rebman, Man
Regard, Ze
DOMESTIC ART
First Year
.ooDMAN, Ruth
Kramer Corinne
Moore, Ruth
Reese, Genevieve
Roberts. Bertha
Rochelle, Glenn
Roller, Eileen
Sears, Mary Katherine
Skiles, Helen
Shropshire. Margaret
Sykes, Frances
Tone, Margaret
Weirauch, Le<
/iLsoN. Ella Bii
, Adelaid
Varnedoe. Eloisi
Walton. My
Wolf. Adelyn Jane
Westmoreland. Esthe
t^iTHERSPooN. Cornelia
Norman. Nellie
Tainter, Charlotte
Varnedoe, Eloise
Walton, Myreon
3ooTH. Flora
Emerson. Ethel
Shurts. Josephine
Walton. Myreon
.dams, Cecilia
AiKENs. Char
Brahan, Drusii
Case. Undine
Coke. Amai
Jones. Viola
LoviN. Era
Magill. :
.LER, Ruth
'looRE, Margaret
Moore, Vivian
Patrick, Esther
Pennewill, Josephi
Potter. Marjorii
Rogers. Semmie
Shoemaker. Miriam
Braham. Myrtice
Henson. Catherine
MoNCRiEF. Ruth
Wolfe, Adelyn Nicholson. Ruth Shropshire, Margaret


JBOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sarah Magill President
Kathryn Kirkham Vice-Prcsidenl
Janet Matthews Recording Secretary
Florence Mori arty Corresponding Secretary
CiDETTE St. Martin Treasurer
Agnes Paterson General Manager
Mary Pickens Benson , . . Assistant General Manager
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Jeannette Patton Basketball Manager
Leah Patt Tennis Manager
Esther Sager Swimming Manager
Nelle Gunn Track Manager
Josephine Lawnin Water Polo Manager
CoRiNNE WooTTEN Riding Manager
Allnutt, Marv
Andre. Gladys
Panther Athletic Club
Crane . M,
Cubby
.
Fli
Daven
Davis. Kai
Jenkins, Anna t
Johnson, Helen
Jones, Dorothv
Jones, Frances
. Ma
King, Ha
BoDDiE, Dorothv
Booth, Flora
Bowles, Helen
Cook, Geneva
House. Saba Par
Hunt. Aubvn
Lane,
.
Iennie M<
LaPlante. Ferni
LaRue
.
Mabgabi
Lehav. COBA
Leathe;rman. He
Leath, Florence
Lemly. Ruth
Lisenb V. Jessie
Love. Dorothy
LUSKY. Madelini
Maetze. Rebecc;
Macee,
,
Rosebud
Marseiilles, Fra
Marti ^1. Clara
Mathe ws, Janet
McCoLLUM, MOSI
McCou n. Elizas.
McCraRY, Berth
McGee,, Frank
McGowAN, Mabg
McInt()SH, MiLDI
McLea N. Jennie
McKee
.
Frankie
Meintsi, MiLDREI
Miller:. Alice Li
MlLLEK1, Edith
MiLLIC AN, H,%RB1
MOLITCiR, Anita
Moobe
. Grace
Moore
.
Evelyn
Moore
, Margari
Moses. Natalie
Postal, Geneva
Price, June
Sandusky, Mary
Scheere. Marian
SCHUESSLER. MaR
Spivey. Jean
StanfiiLLD. FaYE
Steele
.
Annie M
StroeciK, Rose Li
Stubbs,
,
Hazel
Sutton , Frances
Regular Athletic Club
RK. Marv Ellen
y. Elizabeth
TEH. Ruby Lee
DOUTHIT, Mart Elois
Drake. M. L.
EOMUNDSON. JULIANNI
CuNDER. Helen
GuNN. Nell
Mainline. Cathe
Hall. Francis
Halle. Emily
Harris. Francis
Ha
.
Paul
Long. Elean
LoFTUs. Mar
LoviN. Fhan^
.SarMa
Mahoney. Margaret
Mallory. Margaret
McDaniel. Marcia
McClNNis. Mary Lou
McIntosh. Mildred
Mercer. Hazel
Moo N. Marie
Moore. Vivian
Mob lABTY. Flore
MucHMORE. Haze
Mun CH. Luz
Nich OLSON. Ruth
NorMAN. Leah
Nor MAN. Nellie
Nob WOOD. MiLDRi
Off nhauser. Ma
Ott Julia
Orr Anne
Pal 4ER. Doris
Parker. Jewel
Par <s. Allene
Peck. Bea
Pen NEWILL. JOSEP
Pet o. Frances
Pfe FER. MaRGER
Pon DEB. Evelyn
Reyno LDS. LC IS
ROBEB s. BebTHA
Rob IDE R.Jos -PHI^
ROBIDE H. Lou ISE
Roche LE. Gl ENN
Roger
.
Eliz >bet
ROWLE N. Ma Y
Sager. ESTHER
Seabs. Mary Cat
Sellars. Mai EL
Smith. Mae Lucii
Stout. Leota
SUPPINGEB. LiLLIA
Sutton. Dobothy
SiLVEBMAN. Bess
Templ TON. Betty
Thoma 5. Louise
Thoms 3N. Louise
Tone. Margabet
Towns Mybtiel
Tbull Madeline
Tykle Elizabeth
VOLLO
.
Madeline
Watts Mabtha
Weeks.Joan
Weiba UCH. LeONOB
Welch Meble
Wheel EB. Emma L.
WhiddEN. Ruby
WiLSO <. Ella Bibd
Wise. Mabguerite
Wolfe Adelyn Jan
Wood. Helen
WOOLE Y. Helen
WoottEN. CORINNE
Wbich T. WiNN.FRED
Wyche
.
Katye
Wyche
.
Minnie
Wylie Ida
YanceY. Elizabeth
ZlCK. MaBY MiLDRE
Varsitv Basketball Team
Agnes Paterson Forward
Doris Goudge Forward
Hazel Muchmore Sub Forward
Dorothy Wiggins Side Center
Marcia McDaniels Sub Center
:\\. BYN Hunt Guard
Ednabrown Regard Guard
Elaine Hockenberger Sub Guard
Sarah Magill Side Center
Jeannette Patton (Captain) Center
Panther Basketball Team
Veda Taylor Forward. . .
Grace Moore Forward . ,
Madeline Jacobs Center
Edith Miller Side Cerxfcr
Helen Johnson . Side Center
Eleanor Ford Guard
Lillian Brower ...... Guard
Poinis
2
2
Frances Turn
Acnes Paters^
Doris Goudge
Jeannette Pa
Frances Chan
Erma Aikins
Dorothy Wig(
Ai.BVN Hunt
Elaine Hocke
Suh Forwar
Forward
.
.
I' orward . .
Center
Sub Carrier
Side Center
Side Center
Guard
.
.
1
^
nm'r^
Jill nil
-
- --^
'
79^
Poini
Ruth Goodman Forward
Eunice Trimble Forward
-
Mable Clemens Center
Dorothy Boddie Side Center .
Neva Dunworth Side Center
Frank McGee Guard
Cleg Parsley Guard
LuciLE Warren Suh Guard
00
Regular Basketball Team
Sarah Magill . Forward
.
. .
Hazel Muchmore Forward . . .
Alberta Lake Sub Forward
Marcia McDaniel Center .
Lois Reynolds Side Center
Lois HoRNE Side Center
Nelle Gunn Sub Side Cen
Mary Pickens Benson . Guard
Ednabrown Regard Guard
Adine Lampton Sub Guard .
Zeline Regard
Annjanett
Ruth Shipp .
Mildred Norwood,
Mildred McIntosh
Mattie B. Craig . .
Mary Lewis Dickinson . Forward. . . .
Margaret Tone Forward - . -
Helen Gunder Center
Elizabeth Rogers Side Center
John Belt Side Center
Alma Shanks Guard
Helen Killebrew Guard
Eunice Spiceb
H'inncr of Med
Record L'nderwaUr Si.m
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
III -50-FootS*
3 E. Craig. M E
fATER Swim—
2 Aikins
3 Hockenbcrgcr
)wimnimg
ENTRIES
Meet
PANTHERS REGULARS
Record Pluntefor Dislcm
50-foot Sw
IOO-(oot Sw
100-foot Sw
14 Seconds
23 Seconds
,31 Seconds
Dorothy Go
Dorottiy Go
Dorotliy Go
Dorothy Go. rSwim 150 ft
Tennis Tournament
McDan.els. . 6-0,6-1
Hassell 6-1, 2-6. 6-0
Paterson 6-3, 7-5
Milligan 6-0. 6-2
Moore 6-2.6-4
!„ 6-3.6-1
HockcnLK.-rger.6-4. 5-3
. ) Halle 6-2. 1-6. 7-5 i
\ Halle 6-0. 6- 1 . 4-6 Hockenberger.6-1. 6-3
Parker. J I
Hockenberger. . . I Hockcnbergcr
(By Default)
Ford. K I
Kendrick I Ford. K, 6-0. 6-2
Reynolds I
Pepper ) Pepper,
(By Default)
MagiU \
Noe I Magill 6-3. 6-8. 6-4
Hockenberger 6-3.4-6, 6-1
Magill .6-8. 9-7. 6-4
|
( Ford. E. 6-3. 6-0
Sutton.7-5. 6-3. 7-5
Ford 6-0,6-3
McKee . .6-1. 6-3 1
1
(
(By betault)
Hunt . 6-0.6-1
;
Lawnin .6-2.6-3 1
Sutton, - , , ,6-1.6-1 1
I
Lovin .
,
. .
.7-5. 4-6. 8-6 1
Letters Awarded
Dorothy Sutton
Eunice Spicer
Erma Aikins
Adine Lampton
Do iGo
W.-B. LETTERS
. . . Winner oj Tennis Tournament
\ Winner of Swimming Meet
) Record in Underwater Swim
Breaking Record in Underwater Swim
Record for Plunge for Distance
1 'arsitf, Basketball
AuBVN Hunt
Sarah Magill
. .
Agnes Paterson
Jeannette Pattoi
Ednabrown Rega
Dorothy Wicgin?
.
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Basketball
I arsity Basketball
PANTHER LETTERS
ErmaAikins Basketball
Frances Chandler Basketball
Doris Goudge Basketball
AuBYN Hunt Basketball
Elaine Hockenberger Basketball
Agnes Pater
Jeannette Patton
Dorothy Wiggins
\ IVinne,
Eunice Spicer
, ^d j
Ebma Aikins Record i
of 5u.,,
1 Unde,
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
tming Meet
cater Swim
REGULAR LETTERS
Mary Pickens Benson
NellCunn
Alberta Lake
Adine Lampton
Marcia McDaniels
Sarah Magill
Hazel MucHMORE
Ednabrown Regard
Lois Reynolds
Esther Taber Club Champ,
Adine Lampton Record for Plunge
Ba
tball
tball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
n Swimming
for Distance
Riding Club
CoRiNNE WooTTEN. Monaga Charlotte Tainter. Assistant Manage:
AlK INS. ErMA
Batchelor. Elinor
Bell. Louise
HiL L. Irene
Jacobs. Madele
Legcett. El
Be *GER. Marv
Clark. Helen
COGCINS, F.LlZABr.l
La«
I.aRue, Margar
I.ovi N.Fran
Remick, Lola
Reynolds. Lol
Taylor. Veda
Walker. Rowena
Wiggins. Doro
Williams. Marian
WiLLETTS. RUTII
Wood, Helen
Davenport. Margaret Mui.hmv. Ruhv Oan Tainter, Ciiakloti
Garrett. Katharini: M(.u( m. I.ois I iiomi'son. Cai
Halle. Emily
WooTlKN, Corinne.
ZiCK. Mary Miii.REn



The Staff of Life
HE SMALL.
primly wilhdri
. flowers >
the from door, the remnants of
what had been, before the world
war. a weihtended garden- The
old pear and apple trees were in
of the
shade
troops of Gei
villaee. The
jrous birds sought their
Spring was in the air.
skv was clear and cloud-
until now and then omm-
puffs of whitish yellow smoke
over the distant village.
All day long the gray-clad
nans had tramped by towards the little F^rench
faces were hot and weary and some were drawm
with suffering. The evacuation of the French trenches had not
been accomplished without the usual attendant wounded and list
of missing. One long column halted as the officer stepped out
and knocked firmly on the stout door of the little cottage.
There was a long silence, then the door was opened a mere crack.
A childish voice inquired:
The German officer flushed slightly at the French words,
but recovering quickly he said crisply in bad French:
"I wish to speak with your parents, mein Kind."
The door was pushed wide open, exposing to view a young
girl and bov. who were undeniably brother and sister, so alike
were they tall and dark, with flashing, black eyes. They
were clad in the simple garments of the peasants of northern
France. The girl dropped a little courtesy and replied in an
"Monsieur, we are only two. Mon pere was killed in action
last December. Ma mere died right away, from a broken heart,
thev say. Now Paul and I are left. We bake bread as mon
pere did before-." she nodded her head, "you know." Her
bright eyes were slightly clouded as she continued. "We make
the bread for our living, and do what we can for our country."
The young officer gazed quizzically at the pair and said;
"Fraulein. you and your brother may remain here undis-
turbed and bake your bread. Every day a cart will come,
which you will fill. It will be for the general's staff."
poised, he inquired:
"Names?"
inne and Paul Cha
Fifte,
pad and pencil from his bosom, and with pencil
added. "I but
1. We are twins."
"None."
"Possessions?"
little dog and a goa
The officer, finishing his notation'
we will have to search the house."
Paul silently held the door back as the German officer was
joined by two troopers. They looked beneath the bed. opened
the cupboards, tapped the wainscoting, prodded the curtains
and moved the chairs expectantly. Their efforts proving fruit-
less, they passed on into the big kitchen, that had served as a
bakery as well, before the war.
Now. only one of the two big ovens was hot. On the long
table there were several rows of freshly baked bread, still in the
pans. After a quick glance around the sunny room, the officer
saluted, saving:
"Sehr gut."
After chalking a large blue cross on the door, he marshaled
his small force out with military precision, and the detachment
marched on down the dusty road to search the rest of the newly
occupied village.
As the heavy oak door swung to. Yvonne hysterically clutched
her brother. He patted her hand and said consolingly:
Never mind, ma chere. All will be well."
He listened attentively until the last step died away. Then
Yvonne took a bowl off the shelf and filled it with smoking broth
from the brass kettle which was suspended over the open fire.
A fat little dog lying in the chimney nook arose and stretched
himself, aroused by the savory odor. Yvonne stooped and
petted him lovingly. She and Paul together carefully opened
the huge iron door of the cold oven deeply set in the left side
of the fire-place. One by one. they removed the empty bread
pans that choked the mouth. Bowl in hand. Yvonne called in
"Here is a bowl of broth to make you strong."
Paul added, "So cleverly were you hidden, Armand, that
those dogs did not even suspect."
The mere bunch of rags in the far corner of the oven stirred
and a thin face peered gratefully out at the children. A weak
"It is well. Soon I will be at the head of my detachment,
fighting again. Tonight, you must creep out and learn the
number of the Germans and their supplies. Paul, and everything
else that w.ll aid us- Then .- the dark eves sparkled fever-
ishly, -we shall see,'
The children helped him out of his hidmg place and half
carried him to a chair beside the chimney. Then Yvonne brought
him the bowl of broth. Ravenously he drank it. and with a sigh
of content, patted her dark head.
"Ah. petite soeur. ' he chuckled, "even little bakers of bread
and wounded soldiers can do their part for their country, when
that country is France."
Late that night Yvonne sat by the open fire with the little
dog asleep in her lap. conversing softly with Armand. who half
sat. half reclined against the chimney embrasure. The sombre
room was lighted by the ruddy glow from the embers on the
hearth and one tiny candle on the table, where Paul was labori-
ously copying a few words on a scrap of parchment. When he
had finished his task, the officer read the written words approv-
ingly.
"Yes. it IS well." he finally said softly. "It is just the in-
formation needed. To think that this piece of paper which I
can hide in one hand, contains the precious numbers of the Ger-
mans, and the extent of their forces on this line."
He handed it to Yvonne, who asked
;
"Is that all?"
At a nod of assent, she rose and came back with a pan of
bread sponge. Deftly she slit the top of the fat loaf of white
dough and inserted deep in its heart the slip of paper. A sigh
of relief was breathed out by the little band of patriots as she
slid the pan with its valuable secret into the oven with its
Early the next morning 'Yvonne left the little cottage with
a bundle wrapped in a brightly colored kerchief beneath her arm.
Paul, with a few reassuring words, softly closed the door be-
hind her. She walked sturdily down the road until she was
stopped by a German sentry. He passed her. however, when
she showed him the contents of her bundle. They were two
loaves of bread and a bottle of the sour native wine. As she
penetrated farther into the camp, she grew more and more con-
fused and frightened. When a bright faced young officer passed
briskly by her. she plucked his sleeve impulsively. Curiously
he gazed down into her upturned childish face.
"Ach! The little baker!" he exclaimed. "What are you
doing here?"
"Plea
ad for old P.
befo the
r. 1 have here a bottle of wine and a loaf of
He is crippled, and among the wounded
D be exchanged. Once, long ago. he lived
tage. and he used to play with my brother
ar. Now he is going, and I may never see
ugged at his moustache undecidedly
Come with me. I will see if we cai
The German offic.
Finally he said:
"Very well. Fraule
arrange it."
The frightened girl followed him closely. As he talked long
and earnestly to the guard of the French soldiers, she mur-
mured a prayer of thanksgiving to Marv. Mother of all. for her
good luck. Finally, the officer turned to her and said:
"You may give the bread and wine to Pierre, but you may
not exchange a single word."
After a long search. Yvonne spied old Pierre sitting discon-
solately under the shade of a small fruit tree. With a glad cry
she darted forward, and dropping on her knees before him. mutely
tendered her little bundle.
Pierre gazed sadly and tenderly into her dark eyes. With a
sigh he placed his hand on her head and made the sign of the
cross. Yvonne, conscious of the officer's close scrutiny, arose
and rejoined him. He guided her back through the maze of
the unfamiliar camp, and when they were past the last sentry
he said enigmatically:
"Fraulein. you are ein gutes Kind. 1 am glad to have been
of service to you."
Stiffly he saluted and turned back to camp. Yvonne gasped
and stared long after his departing figure, with a puzzled ex-
pression in her eyes. As she trudged bravely down the home-
ward road, she muttered to herself:
"After all, there must be some good Germans, though, of
course." she tossed her proud little head, "they are mostly pigs."
Paul sat by the long table in the quiet kitchen conversing
earnestly with Armand. who sat across from him. Suddenly,
the door was banged upon ferociously. Startled, they sprang to
their feet, looking like trapped animals. They gasped with
relief when Yvonne's merry face appeared around the corner of
the half-open door.
"Thou naughty sister." Paul exclaimed, "to frighten us so.
1 thought all the Boches in France had attacked us. What
success? " he added eagerly.
She was instantly serious when she saw Armand's stricken
"Courage," she answered. "Pierre gave the sign of the cross
in token of understanding. The German officer who searched
added.
rkl.i
here yesterday was very kind to
an after-thought, "—for a Germai
Paul turned to Armand. his ey
"Is not Yvonne a brave girl!" he exclaimed proudK-. "Ah.
tis good vou fell near here and we found vou. Think what might
have befallen you. Be of good cheer. Armand. If all goes well,
and our information reaches the other lines, when the soldiers
are released in exchange, an aeroplane will call for you at this
hour, one week from tonight."
Armand sat as erect as his wounded body would permit and
responded
:
"Ah. yes. to be once more fighting—lighting for France, our
glorious countrv." His voice shook a little as he continued.
"Never will I forget you. When the war is over, I will come back
to you. Remember always, that you have a brother fighting
for our country and you."
The \oungest son of one of the proudest houses of France
gazed tenderly and fraternallv at the sturdy children of a baker.
The week passed quickly. ^Vonne and Paul busy baking
bread for the Germans. Each time, as the little cart filled with
the crisp loaves departed under the careful guardianship of a
stalwart Teuton, they breathed a sigh of relief, so fearful were
they for their precious prisoner.
Day by day Armand grew stronger, until on the night of the
eighth day. when he donned again his smart red and blue uni-
form, so carefully mended and cleaned by ^ yonne. he looked like
another person. The children gazed at him in rapture and awe.
so brave did he seem with his gleaming sword at his side.
Paul sighed enviously.
"1 would that 1 could fight and be an officer." he exclaimed.
Armand answered in mock severity:
"Fie. for shame. \'ou are doing a mans part here. Sta>-
home yet another year." Gaily he saluted Paul. "Then you
and I will be brother officers."
>yonne stole an unhappy glance at them and to cover her
embarrassment she did up a neat and compact bundle of Ar-
mand's few possessions. As the twelfth hour drew near. Armand
gazed around the big kitchen, and with a half-sigh blew a kiss
at the big oven.
"Adieu, my prison. May 1 never have one more unpleas-
ant." he said.
Quietly they stole from the house and cautiously sought the
darkest shadows along the road. After several miles had been
traversed in this difficult manner they left the mam road and
turned into a lane which ran through a thick woods. They pene-
trated deeper and deeper into the depths of the forest until they
reached a clearing. The charred remains of a chateau arose from
the debris in the center. The whole scene was one of d
and loneliness. Armand consulted his watch and said. "It is
time, just the first hour of the morning. The plane should be
here if all has gone well."
He choked down the thought of an accident in the passing
of the message by old Pierre. "He cannot have failed." he
muttered to himself. Silently they waited. Five. ten. fifteen
minutes; a half-hour passed. Without warning, just as Yvonne
had whispered to Paul her fear of failure, a dark shape loomed
up against the grayish sk>'. There was a sudden ceasing of the
throbbing engines and gracefully the plane settled. The bulky
figure of the airman climbed down from the mechanicians seat.
He peered around, then darted forward with a glad cry of relief
as he saw them. He clasped Armand's hand with the greatest
affection. sa\-ing:
".Vly brother officer! 1 thought never to see you in the
flesh again. Saint Martin! You are too good for us to lose.
That old soldier. Pierre, delivered the message, so cleverly con-
cealed in the loaf of bread, to the first French officer he met after
his exchange. They were a few precious words that will save
many lives and win back that line, we all believe. Best of all.
though, were the words that you were safe and well. Colonel
Bonnet detailed me immediately to rescue you."
Armand answered:
"Masson, my adopted brother and sister. Paul and Yvonne
Chauneau. 1 want you to know them well. They found me
dying by the roadside the day of the retreat. 1 was hurrying on
a special message when a piece of shrapnel killed my horse and
wounded me. 1 thought 1 would die. These two sturdy patriots
found me. and in the very teeth of the arriving Germans, rescued
me. Now 1 am strong again and ready."
Armand then embraced Paul and Yvonne lovingly and with
a few whispjered words of encouragement, said:
"God willing, and if all be well, when the war is over, 1 will
etur
aftHe joined Masson. and as the
waved farewell to the lonely children.
The familiar kitchen seemed strange and deserted without
their gay comrade. The room seemed oddly sombre and dark,
lighted only by a single wavering, flickering candle. With
common consent Paul and 'iVonne knelt down by the long table
and prayed long and earnestly for the safe arrival of Armand.
"—and please." beseeched Yvonne. "Blessed Mary, for the
love you bear our Lord, care for him. our new brother.whom
you have sent to care for us since ma mere and mon pere are
gone."
Days and weeks of hard work passed, which brought no word
of Armand. Then, as suddenly as they came, and without
warning, the Germans began to retreat.
In a few short hours the village had been evacuated. As the
last long gray Hne passed by. an uncompromisingly military
figure stiffly saluted Yvonne. 'She waved a timid farewell to the
voung officer who had so curiously figured in her affairs, feeling
half-treacherous to France. Paul ignored her words when she
murmured:
"After all. the Good Book says we must love our enemies,
and do unto others as we would have others do unto us."
Before long, the familiar French uniforms began passing by
on their way to the newly retaken line. Paul and Yvonne in-
quired of many of the officers, but no information could be
gleaned of Armand. Even Yvonne's more sanguine disposition
failed her. Paul was silent, but each knew that the other thought
him dead.
I -ate one afternoon they were startled to see a grizzled veteran
officer, on an ivory-gray horse, pause before their humble door.
He dismounted and strode towards them with a firm step.
Fear clutched their hearts. Armand was dead! The officers
piercing dark eyes seemed to read their unhappy minds, for
he smiled and said:
"Mes infants, are you Yvonne and Paul Chauneau?"
Speechless, Paul nodded and "Yvonne courtesed. He con-
unted his horse and rejoined
"M. de An
He sends thes<
He placed <
nd requested that I tell you he is a
vo boxes to you.
"
; in each of their outstretched hand
live and well.
sand saluted.
Indulgently he smiled again, a
his comrade.
Paul and Yvonne, finally recovering from their stupefication
over the good news, untied the tiny packages with trembling
fingers. The tears were streaming down their ruddy cheeks
unbidden. \ vonne turned to Paul, and dropping her box, cried:
"Paul, he IS coming back to us!"
Paul smiled delightedly, and handing her box back to her.
he said:
"See. Yvonne—can you guess what they contain?" He
rattled his box expiectantly.
"Goose, open it. That's the quicker way," she answered
as she ripped the lid off hers. Reposing on a fat cushion of
blue velvet was a gold and white enameled pin. shaped like a
maltese cross. It was attached to a gold bar with a tricolored
ribbon. On the bar were engraved these words:
"Awarded to Yvonne Chauneau for extreme bravery, for
succoring a wounded officer and sending valuable information
through the lines at great personal risk. April. 5. 1917."
The Legion of Honor Cross! Yvonne could hardly believe
her own eyes -and her very own! Turning to Paul she saw in
his hand an exact match.
"See. they are twins, just as we are. ' he exclaimed proudly.
'I'vonne pinned them over their hearts. As they watched the
sun sink behind the hills, her hand found his and both of their
thoughts winged forward to the end of the war.
—Helen Hickman.
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Freshrr
Preparatory Special
The Small Girl and—Her Slipper
and could d
hadn't he been voted to I
think he'd ask her to lead
if she continued her superio:
ready to do his will, he wasn
Thus the piqued young n
itely she had
and such a cy
diplomatic,
feet. He kne
ill. wasn't so
d the Senior 1
ith him. but she needn't be too sure
air of late. Plenty of girls were
dependent on her!
n sulked, and. being so engrossed
' If It wer
must realize
He did not
; anyone
she had
have to
how to tre
ad looking,
ormalr* Lau
at a girl
either—
ra might
mpletely forgot the S
anoe. But the Small Girl
forget her long, and just h
n the canoe ahead by hi
in his sulking,
the front of the
girl, you couldn'
his gloomy gaze
reach a pyond-lily.
There, Laura again— not
leaves her troublesome sister
how to manage, could enjoy 1
safe in the role of nurse-maid .
finding him less devoted wh(
Well, why not? Why not get interested
A clever retaliation, one that certainly
11 Girl urled up in
interrupted
efforts to
nly cuts canoeing with him. but
1 his hands. She certainly knew
r afternoon knowing he was quite
,d she need have no worries about
he would suit her convenience.
Just the very thing!
Duld surprise Laura.
He
:h—
Bright idea! Why not take her little sister to the dance?
could do it. even scores with Laura, surprise on the bun
they always expected him to do the unexpected. Besides
id have a good time, no doubt be greatly impri
of going with the college's popular man.
'ound!
t was the Little Girl received her first bid tc
i. and not from any of her regular followers,
d. and played tennis with her; not from ar
youngster '
at the hoi
work out a
And th
f^rst real d;
tramped, r
these overgrown, bashful per just good fellows like he
but from a sure-enough, grown-up. superior-aired man. Not
only was he all these things, but. oddest of all, her sister's greatest
conquest—and she had many. Indeed it was sister and her
conquests that kept the Small Girl from ever being much but
a Small Girl. In fact, the Small Girl was really Cmderella.
though you would never guess it. because she did not have the
cruel step-mother nor sweep the cinders, but she did have the
selfish sister and wear handed-down dresses.
It was a wonderful event and how the Small Girl planned
for it! All the nights she lay awake thinking about it! And
the dress! bought by sacrificing the beautiful, new canoe for
which she had so carefully hoarded- And the slippers! for most
of all the Small Girl admired her feet, and they really were worthy
the admiration. They were such small things, hardly worth
noticing—and because they were small it did seem foolish to
buy the small shoes. The Small Girl wondered if it wasn't
almost too foolish. But then they were only a half-size smaller
and never hurt the least bit. her foot truly did not feel crampjed
at all and the half-size smaller looked ever so much nicer. It
was really surprising just how much nicer; "No." she firmly de-
cided, it wasn't foolish at all.
The night arrived and brought to the Small Girl's drawing-
room a most properly-groomed young fjerson. with just the propier
patronizing air to one so young. The Small Girl decided he was
the most life-like "Saturday-Evening-Post"-advertisement-of-
proper-clothes-for-young-men she had seen. And she simply de-
tested the simpering things!
But his proper slouch and proper air of boredom ceased to
vex her when she once arrived at the dance. The bunch indeed
was properly surprised. Here was another whim of Robert's,
the unexfjected. quite like the things he always did—Laura's
small sister the choice for the evening. Thus they decided and
came in a tolerant, off-hand manner to dance with the Small
Girl only to come back anxious and earnest in their desire for
another dance or "a short prom', don't you know."" You see.
she was a Small Girl for all her seventeen years, and. Small
Girl that she was. everything interested her. Not only was she
interested, but she showed her interest quite enough to make
her distinctive, because ihe selfish sister and all her set considered
it the proper thing to rival the properly-slouched, properly-bored
young men with their carefully assumed air of superior, bias?
disdainfulness.
And so. she danced through her first ball, radiant and glowing,
decidedly the success of the evening, much to her sister's dismay-
Laura was certainly piqued, Robert, her indisputable
property, conceded so b>- all. suddenly acting in this incon-
ceivable way and of all people, her small sister his choice for the
dance! Not only this, but the child was really proving quite
popular and seemed to be enjoying it. Well, she was glad
somebody could, personally she considered it a bore. She never
had been quite so ignored before, and. for a chit of a child!
Laura was dismayed, indeed, but most surprised of all was the
properly-bored young man. His plan had worked admirably.
It had evened scores with Laura: she seemed almost penitent, if
Laura could seem that: the boys had once more been surprised,
and decidedly the child was enjoying herself. Then. too. he
was having a keen time understand, of course, in just the way
an older person would have, watching a young child- Jove.
she was naive! Right attractive, too. Even Laura couldn"t
claim such eyes. Rather did the clever thing in discovering her,
they seemed to be rushing her hard. Why he really had not had
to dance all the dances he had resigned himself to; in truth,
surprising fact! he hardly had danced as many as he would
have liked. She was a keen dancer, not as dignified as Laura,
of course, but she had much more vivacity and rather a con-
tagious sort of "*pep" about her.
Thus the Small Girl ended her first dance, and the wee sma"
hours found her, tired and sleepy, but with such a happy, satis-
factory tiredness, snuggled up in the deep seat beside the now-
not-at-all-bored-young-man. but he did not realize this change.
because he had affected the attitude so long he had made it
a part of himself. Hence he continued to talk to her in his
patronizing drawl. But the Small Girl wasn"t at all talkative,
she seemed worried and uncomfortable, until, the head-light's
dimming and giving trouble, he had to get out and attend to
them. Then upon his return, the Small Girl was her usual, talk-
ative self and managed to make him less the propwrly-dressed-
Poster-Man and more the everyday-likeable Man
In this way they arrived home and he left her, assuring him-
self he wasn't at all interested and she was indeed a youngster
and rather a noisy one with her incessant chatter. But—just
here as he reached down to grasp the brake his hand hit some-
thing and picking it up, he discovered her slipper!
Funny thing to lose —but small enough—absurdly tiny!
a regular Cindrelta slipper and she. the Cindrella, losing it!
There! maybe that was just it. child that she was, probably
still at the fairy-tale age and romantically inclined. She had
left her slipper as an invitation that he play Prince Charmmg.
original little person! and why not> He paused- Suddenly,
you see. he was rather dazed with a discovery- Why, actually,
he wanted to play Prince Charming, not just wanted to. but.
jove. if he wouldn't -if she would just let him. He'd start to-
morrow by returning the slipper, yet it was such a small thing,
why not keep it^
And while the properly-bored-young-man was discovering
himself to be just-an-ordinary-everyday-interested-human—and
this IS, after all. much nicer -the Small Girl cuddled down in
bed and sleepily reviewed the whole wonderful evening.
"But if the lights had not needed fixing it all would have been
spoiled by the thoughts of that tight slippier— it was such a
relief to slip it off. "l wonder," quite drowsily, "what he thought
when he found it, self-satisfied person^'"
And don't you think this is the secret of Cindrella's slipper?
It came off, yes. but the real reason was—it felt so tight!
Georgia Caro
"SCHOOL SCANDAL"
Like a pump without a hand)
Is a school without some scan
This
dal.
1 not be an oration.
But some inside information.
Darkest tales we are revealing
If vou're sensitive in feeling.
And afraid that we will hurt you.
rind some hidden vice or virtue.
Name your hobbies and your rages.
Do not glance within these pages.
If \ou subject are to worry
Put this book down in a hurry.
If you cannot stand some joking
Do not through the rest go poking.
Only those who like a rumor.
And enjo\- a little humor.
Willnot frown and be offended.
Should read on till this is ended.
Like a pump without a handle
Is a school without some scanda
*'A11 Hope Depart from Ye Who Enter Here'
(Apologies to Omar Khayyam)
We trust that on some afternoon you've spied
This fateful door—and questioning have cried,
"What fearful things are going on within.
That girls should stand so tremblingly outside?"
A ZZlas called
open was
and one
he door,
who stood bef
Er tered with falter
within
ng steps as
she should
though
return
she kne
It is a room ^hich Tiany do freq jent
About Vvhich one may hear great argu
And yet thes range thing is thatr one c
With thesaiT echeerfulness as in they
_j:
d
Some leave the room with dragging steps and ;
No more to Middlemarch they laughing go;
And you will notice if you watch them close
No more they trip it on fantastic toe.
I beg you reader—oh. do have a care.
Unless you wish to meet with dark despair.
Forever keep away from that dread door
And enter not —oh. do beware ^beware.
—/. M.
She failed m Latin, flunked in Greek.
We heard her fiercely hiss
I'd like to find the man who said
That ignorance is bliss.
At a recent meeting of the Executive Board, the following ac-
tions were taken:
Dr. Blanton was found guilty of remembering the names of every
speaker on the platform at a recent chapel exercise without hasty and
furtive reference to the list in his pocket, and was denied the
privilege of appearing on chapel platform for three weeks.
Miss Lelia D. Mills was found guilty of exchanging notes with a
Vanderbilt freshman on the street car on February 14. For this un-
maidenly action, she has been removed from our midst.
Mrs. Brown was found guilty of direct violation of all school
rules in escaping down a rope and attending a Wee Tappa Keg Frat dance
on the night of February 30, for which she was denied all social
privileges, meeting trains, chaperoning to doctors, hairdressers,
etc., for an indefinite length of time.
Mrs. Sharpe was apprehended of offering no objections to an af-
ternoon in Decker's when out with a shopping party, and she was found
guilty further in that she participated in said merry-making. An
absolute campus of three years has been imposed.
Miss Sheppe was found guilty of insubordination, improper atti-
tude, and unseemly conduct in pushing out of her window A MAN who
attempted to burglarize her room. A two week's stay in the infirmary,
including a diet of aspirin tablets and tomato soup was pronounced.
M-R.FEPPER^ IDEAL SUNDAY 5CHDDL TEACHEK-
''The Fifty-Seven Varieties"
HE Fifty-seven Var
nor of Dr. Blanton'
depreciation, and e
cesses for every on
tes
ties not of Heinz" i
birthdays, but of rooi
irthy subject for adn
mination; not all three pro
because the result would b«
tv. but
sties for the girl in
be assigned to a bo
of groaning hum
ity. depreciation for i
of much wool-gathering
young and tend
ather. ad-
ist majority.
The subject
id many air
ibout to
the broadening'ii
vigorously. If the young
lady keeps a diary, she has even, perhaps, devoted numerous
pages to the expression of her most secret thoughts and antici-
pations about her future room-mate. And after the room-mate
has been attained, what is she like? And where do the Fifty-
seven Varieties come in?
mate who monopolizes the mi
ts before the bell rings, and fc
path to the Academic Building '
davlo
There is the cono
during those last crit
you to tread the we
a conspicuously shiny nose.
There is the room-mate who devotes her entin
stationery and text books to the one writing table
thus making it totally and absolutely necessary that you write to
that friend "down on the border" with your ink bottle perched
perilously on the bed. and study your French seated on the
hard and uncompromising floor.
There is the room-mate who. through lack of anything more
thrilling to do, insists on moving the tried and long-suffering
furniture completely out of its orbit regularly once a week, and
makes of your life, in consequence, one continual search for
misplaced handkerchiefs and his photograph.
There is even, in a very few cases fortunately, the room-
mate whose heartiest amusement is to corner you in such a
manner that escape is impossible, and pour upon your innocent
and ultra-shocked ears the contents of package after package of
heart-rending love-letters.
There are even more deplorable varieties, but. out of my
earnest desire not to frighten off the future victims of the room-
mate plague, I will cease this enumeration.
^^
^
\^-
T-'^''*^!^^
';-^,
•£&
X-
"'-^':
"Libretto of the Opera"
Engl.
NE r—Telephone Switch Board.
TiME-8;30 Any Morning.
sh Vers,ion T.
dut.v. Out-of-town man. 1. Wanta Converse.
Hello. Ward-Belmont, school of fame.
1. Wonta Converse ., my name.
A hurry call! My daughter, haste.
I've not got a minute here to waste."
Sorry, sir. but she's in class-
To disturb her. I don't dast."
'She is my daughter!"
;ed fr< the F„
>S.: "This ain't your school!
I can't afford to break a rule,
ndingly) A slip I'll give her though.
Further than that mi^ word don't go!'
(Severs connection.)
Scene 11.
Time— 12:15 P. M.
Horrible odorl Horrible odor!
Bring on the corn bread, the soup and the hi
Sit we down to a feedi "
(Heroine. Imust Converse, leading mob. is checked by Ja
Mob is swallowed up in a small opening, and the faint refrain
the chorus we hear in the distance).
Janie: "Miss Converse, your father has phoned.
While in Academic Building your lessons
boned.
He said he'd be in the station till three.
Now isn't this generous and nice of me
To notify you so soon>"
1. C, (W.ld- "My father has called'
eyed): Oh, what woe is me!
Now the whole home department I've got to
Why didn't he wire, write— anything?
Oh. Prickles o( Death! You ain't got no stin
(1. C. bounds up wide, but crooked stairway, with phone
hand, and seai•clies for Miss Mills. Her look is bewildered
r tone plaintivi-)
I. C: "Oh. elusive Head of Southern speech.
\ \ ^^M^"
W
Why do you keep out of my reach?
Give! oh! give me one O. K.
I( I don't get him. what'll Dad s«y5
federates in chief female chorus):
"Miss Mills am out.
Won't be in all day-
Go to Mrs. Blanton
Fo' vo' O. K "
"Padlock 6666.
"
"Dad'll get me out of t
, below—Miss Swift):
"Who is this speaking?
The name, if you ple«
ing to feel faint, staggers toward Sloan, an i
c. who is shuffling along, thereby giving act
"Sloan, oh. Sloan! Linament divine.
I know O. K.'s are not in your line.
But could you throw some helpful light
To Mrs. Blanton of my awful plight?"
"If Mrs. Blantons in III ax her maid.
Though she meant business when she said
"The Dickens! Im tired! I'll go to baid!
I've got a dreadful pain in my haid.' ""
. enacts famous m
"Never mind, nev,
I'll get my Dad t
""But. young lady, 'tis not endorsed.
I must have Miss Mills" O. K. of cc
Before you use thU phone."
("":Imust" flings he:r eyes heavenward, drops her eyel
floor. and s<leks her lev;el with the rug. The curtalin fall:
femal<• chor
"Mis
Wo
Go
Fer
n"t be in all day.
to Mrs. Rose
yo' O. K!"
Finale.
"There's a Rere rxeason
There is always a reason for the many rules and regulations oF a boarding school. With your kind pei
to make a few known;
I. Always Be Late to Breakfast!
This disturbs the monotony of the meal and gives you a felling of importance, since all eyes are turned in your direction
as you walk across the floor.
11. Always Leave Your Room in Disorder!
All corridor teachers enjoy insjjecting rooms, and then delivering little lectures, so why deprive them of this great pleasure?
III. Always Be Late to Classes!
This takes time away from lessons. It is also detrimental to your health to hurry up and down stairs and there is the
ever-present possibility of tripping on the Academic steps, falling headlong and thus impairing future usefulness.
IV. Eat all the Sardines and Pickles Available!
It not only aids the forbidden corner grocer, but also makes business good for Mrs. Lester.
V. Always be Careful to Break Uniform on Sunday Morning!
Either your name will be taken, and likewise your privileges, or you will be sent back and thus saved from climbing three
flights to get an excuse.
VL Upon Entering School. Never Fail to Change Your Schedule Three or Four Times!
Mr. Cox never, never has much to do at that time and to be happy, one must be busy.
VII. Always Leave Your Banana Peels and Sandwich Papers on the Grass!
It gives sure proof that the fruit man and Mrs. Lester are on the job. and also adds greatly to the attractiveness of the
Vlli. Don't Fail to Roast the Annual!
The editors expect it and it would be a pity to disappoint them. Besides, you would not want to break a school tradition.
Now. if every girl were thoughtful and helpful in these little matters, she would never have to be reminded. "Don't do this, there's
The Bored Wellmont Syphon
NASHVILLE, TENN, FRIDAY. ("EBRUARY : NUMBER HMMLOCK 3100
ENTHUSIASM SHOWN
IN "FRAT" FRIVOLITIES
iUlh Cenlun Limited" Reported On Time. 'Penitent Taus"
\^ar>- After "Ku Klux Klan" Raid. Qserin" Ostracises
Opulent Ostentation. "Funny Fifty" Feeling Fine.
' :. more seu»>ned s
tuous Veto who is in d
Belmont from "At Dawning'
"The (lay is dying in the west." When |
the rose and silver curtains of daw
were drawn back the fairy-like Tau:
in gauzy middy suit, tripped to th
strjins of -The Watch on the Rhine.
Later the mellow beams of the hai
vest mi>on found their husky light
upon the llirtalious Fifty softly sway-
"FRESHIES" and "SOPHS"
ARE SERIOUSLY ILL
Ward-Bflmonc Students \^omed Over Present Conditions o(
Freshman and Sophomore Classes. The Parent
Classes [Become Prostrate.
DR. BLANTON E.\-
HILARATES GIRLS
huge audience of some 5.000 people.
While in the midst of rendering a
the intcd
1 Si Hicks" bam.
The same evening the playful .1
Roras revelle<l in the Januao' Sno
storm, tunefully kickinc the snowl
into the mail bo>:es to the
Knock the L out of Kelly."
Other clubs are planning
tinjr for the "
were fiphting (yes. reader, actually ML^s Sheppe.
much-frightened man. Was it the tures entitled.
Kaiser? No. The Tzar? No. Dr. band." These
Blanton? No. It was someone far Blanton and M
more important than any of these, and Unshead.
Miss Goodwin, addre
"Voune ladies, as t
> Be Neutral and Love
along the u alk bettvet n Pemb ^keand
the mair. 1 uilding. No one an now
deny th^l \ ':. id-Belmont ende ivorF to
keep itschi ks from t e horron of the
outs Je wo. d. At fir t, being used to
IZt
o follf.\
liberty,
c and are
but dur
cd path
ng the
h:vs I thai on a ce ain dur I night
rece t!v .Mr Hoover caught cenain of
the). chick , namely Miss Ross and
SL"wt
wire. Th
dent Co
e apolL
Wh In A Na
Johns. Johns, everywhere.
And not a one for me;
All my friends have suitors.
But none for me I see.
Jacks and Bills, and Edwms. too.
Toms and Phils and even Joe.
And 1 alone must stand the shami
Of living here without a beau!
Frat pms blaze on every blouse
-
Kappa Sig. , or else K. A.
—
A. T. O. and S. A. E.
Or Phi Delta Theta others say.
Ah, well-a-day - what evil luck
Had I from time anon;
I d be so pleased to have a love
I'd even take an Algernon!
"Miss Hefley was an inventor.
Her specialty was rules;
But she reached the zenith of her career
When she invented Saturday Schools "
Broke. Broke. Broke
(Apotosie.5 to Tennyson)
Broke, broke, broke.
My purse is as flat as can be;
How I wish that just longing could bring back
One lone silver dollar to me.
Oh. well, (or the sundae 1 bought
As I sat in at Deckers that day:
Oh. well, (or the sandwiches, cakes and the pies
That swept my alio
Now sadly onward 1 move.
From the (ruit man over the hill:
But oh. (or the sight of that vanished coin.
And the touch o( my one dollar bill!
Broke, broke, broke.
My purse is as flat as can be:
And my dollar that's gone in this cold, old world
Will never come back to me!
—A. L. D.
Recent Signs Seen on thi
-At Rest."
•Go Out as You Come In.'
"Listen. Don't Ask to see the Patii
How TO Ge
. Slm
And indeed there are
carelessly throughout
uch a rakish, careful tone,
atically the prescribed plan
1 days this U
susceptible
Do you desire a Saturday Scho
many less desirable things because
your memory-book they give it
Then, follow carefully and systei
and you are sure to realize your wish.
The day best suited to use is Monday, for
the one on which your teachers will prove
The first period is study: cut study hall by a
itself is a clever start. French is next; this will require studied
thought, as Mile, is inclined to be lenient. But if your desire is
indeed serious, a plan will be devised and her wrath will descend
upon you. Weil started, you now go to geometry and the safest,
surest plan is to talk, not when called upon, of course, but when
someone should answer and can't —do it for them. This is the
assured method for this class. English period is next. Assume
a most bored, languid, air. Do not attempt a recitation.
Whisper occasionally and you will become almost certain of
your success. The fifth and last class is history. In this class
rush for the front seat (it is quite in demand) lounge on your
neighbor, print on your book, keep your eyes on the clock—it
will be sufficient.
If the plan is carried thru conscientiously, Saturday morning
will bring to >our box the desired slip, and. should your plan
have the profound success it is entitled to, you will possess a
slip worthy of an entire page in your prized memory-book and
of a length and tone sufficient to inspire the reader with an awe
at your reckless daring.
According to Miss Payne. Mis
up" person in W.-B., for she cor
three times a day for paste.
New Girl to Senio
Sigma Nu some place?"
jQodwin IS the most
to the book room e
chool by the
Pepper. Pepper, quite contrary.
She's in a different class from Mary;
Stubborn isn't quite the name
But for her, surely —some day fame!
ho closely
of a
There is a man here in school—a peculiar man,
resembles a horse. If it would be possible to
human horse, he would be my conception. He always wear;
brown felt slouch hat that partly shades his right brow, but f
hats could not hide his large, slightly crooked nose. High ja
bones slope down into a peculiarly "U" shaped chin, and 1
bushy, black moustache bristles and quivers with its own i
portance. He is "omni-present;" like the poor, we have h
always with us.
—7. M.
Girls are peculiar ere;
library indicate this fact
clasped hands, gazes dre
next door neighbor runs
and frantically scribble
frivolous fluffs of femin
with the Beta seal <
bump into each othi
agitate the "Hofflin-;
Greek Art." in one
the other. Hilariou
head, and small sq
ffiris bend their he
ures. Their respective attitudes in the
At one table a brown-eyed lass, with
mily out at the night stars, while her
nervous hand through her bronze hair
notes. Just across the table two
lininity" giggle softly over a fat "Special"
the envelope. Several strolling maidens
and apologize m audible whispers, which
ited" girl with her Von Mach's "History of
d and "English Litera
ignals go on behind i
e notes fly perilously
and thouehts deep
magazines; and yet all these persons have gathe
unattended-to mission—study.
; of Today
esiding bk
ar. Some
bright-col.
ed here foi
—J. M.
"A Date"
What IS It we filefo
What is it we dub a
What IS it we sav w
Yet weh
Wh>
ave:.
date
Why do .
Why doe
Why do ^
The
each freckle give
i rush, fearing it
;itement—
fearful di,
is late?
Why
date.
What is the painful process we go through?
What is it we don't like —yet we do?
What arrives thirty minutes before eight?
Eagerly prompt?
Why.
date.
What comes every other week?
What looks fussed and very meek;>
What comes early but cant stay late?
What is this?
Why.
1 tried to make a tit tic cake
In cooking class c.nc day.
But did my recipe f.orsake
And did it my own way.
First Girl (Reading menu at Deckers): "What is a Ward-
Belmont Spjecial?"
Second Girl (With memory of yesterday's church gomg)
:
"A car with few seats and many straps."'
I mixed the soda with the salt.
And put the wrong one in: O
I did not think I was at fault
—
The batter was too thin.
Extracts from the Ward-Belmont Catalogue
Alas, the oven was too hot. "The value of a good knowledge of French, and the necessity
The soda made it green: for it in foreign travel is appreciated. To this end. French is
1 do not think in any spot the language of the class room, and opporlunilies are given for
A sadder cake has been. ,7s use al French (?) tables in the dining halls!?"
"Since the dormitories are entirely separate from class-
-r, I , . , ... ,
rooms they have a quiet (?) and Aome/i^e atmosphere." (Puzzle:
1 he moral hid within my tale: ...,,,
, ,
....
.,, , . ,
, ,.
Where do the practice rooms come in?? )(>ou haven t tar to look), ^ '
Is that supplies and recipes "Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her past. " (therefore)
Can never make a cook! "every boarding student is required to have as the school uniform
a plain tailored suit of blue or black."
Moral: "It pays to advertise."
O P. S.—"Oh. yes. we forgot to mention the Roof Garden
'The unusual advantage of a roof garden is indeed unique!
This is the garden-spot of Ward-Belmont —the place where the
; plan. Opening Hop. The Dansanls. and unusual social affairs of the
;
year are held. It is frequented both summer and winter, and
affords one an excellent opportunity for displaying a plain tail-
ave: ored suit of blue or black!'
"
fj?" For further information on this "extracting subject,"
consult Janie or Uncle Archie, office. Recreation Hall.
—/v. 8.
H-ome guard inoui prepsaredi
O-mnipresent. this ;ill-seeing r
O-f lights he can easily perceii
V-ery hard to keep on withou
E-scape him? No. never!
R-ight there h,e is, <!ver!
Silens o f S pring
I
Spring has come and almost gone-
\^ e see its signs in wood and lawTi
And. here at school, we all have s«
Sure signs that Spring can onl>- m(
joy.
II
The fruit man first aroused
U'e fairl\- swamped the dusky boy
For had he not. in rich array.
Ripe, red tomatoes on display?
Blanton went and bought
ssisted b>- the board
;
brings a Ford tha
IV
I can't forget the distracting sign
That made us all our luck malign-
Lois Reynolds green Spring hat
Made us forget where we were at.
It tak
To
„ two stanzas of this length
give the subject proper strength:
The precious hat was snowed upon,
But Spring it surely meant, anon!
VI
The next alarming signs we foun
Were an-xious girls that went an
And. much to each possessor's S'
Her Hofflin samples asked to bo
VII
Then lapsed a space exceeding brief.
'Til winter lovers came to grief:
For Hofflins blue and rose and white
Forced signs of Spring on niind and sight.
VIII
It was not long, we re loth to sa
Before the freckles came to stay
On heretofore complete compl
Because of the sun's undue afl
IX
The prissy little rows of gold
That are the jonquils gay and bold
Soon gladden eyes that bum and sting
From hours and hours of studying.
X
Oh. other signs we might produce
With our great and massive brains turned loose:
From Spring's own fever to outdoor study.
But from over-e.xertion. our thoughts grow muddy
—E. M.
Daily Themes
Daily thernes the bane of my existence! From Tuesday
unti Friday and then back again to Ti esday 1 ann racking
mv brain and pestering my friends or inspiration 1 want
It o iginal and no t trite, therefore. I d sm ss "Bre dril ." "rising
bell. "the cam pu and "a box from he " as possible subjects.
Carefully tra ve se my hall, gazing i itently at the specks on
the ^M or the du St under the radiator 'No hope fc r her." is
mur mured asl pass in my quest for an unL sed theme. 1 return
m d ismal silence to mv room and COntemplate the grey sky_
Aireadv used. 1 say. and tran.sfcr my tho ughts to the drizzling
rain Toodr V. I decide, and at last deeplv moved with self-
pity 1 bes<ech M s. Lester to excuse mefc r the day.
n
I^^DEAPlANATIDNSI
;
DESIRED^
pMET^MEAli
feJ ANY Tin EI "
p]RDPANrgilBfECT|
\i YDUWI3H?
jIUDNDTAPPRDVE'li
J QMWHL
We go to chapel first.
And take our roll call seats:
We acquire educational thirst
From our roll call seats;
We hear lectures on the Holy Land.
Pianist equal to a band:
If '
From (
e canned
all seats!
Education ^aint it queer?
What your brain can do?
You learn and learn a heap o* stuff
And never quite git thru.
You figger math and chemistry
You memorize for Lit;
You learn irregular verbs for Fre
An forget em ever>' bit!
You write long themes for English Comp;
If History you take
You spend long hours in the Libe.
And then the grades you make!
You study Theory or "Ecc."
Or Psychology maybe;
And at the end of four months' w
You take up "Child Study."
It matters not
Our minds c
And even up a
We rememb
what be the theme—
an grasp them all!
s far as June
r from last Fall!
1 reckon deep within our brains
We've little wells for knowledg<
It's up to us to fill 'em up
—
Thai's why we come to college.
And even whe
We am't thr
Our education
It's only,us
1 we're out er school
u learnin' then,
hasn't stopped;
t began
-
All our lives we haf to fill
Those wells, without a stop.
So use your opportunities
To fill 'em to the top.
Thus, while w
There's but
re travelinMife'sway
one thing to do
—
Just lea
And . ; git thr
Mlle Schoeni: "Yes, of course this French is hard, aw-
ful-Iy hard, but I do not think it as hard as Thackeray or Sii
Roger Scott.
"
Recipe for Te
One cup Swift remarks.
Half a cup pepper.
Three cups tears.
Five hours' stewing.
Attach with Millstone and :
"Day is dying in the West"'
Is the song we sing,
As early in the morning
The chapel bell does ring.
Scene; Room 7. Acad
Time: 8:30 a. m.
Miss Lewis grabs "Coult.
against Bunsen burner on lab desk.
Miss L.: 'Take your lecture
must cover dicho —ah—er—cheisto-
want to say> —schiz—ophytes today,
s looks bored, saunters to sea
, hands,
i Lewis look:
Building.
Barnes and Cowle
rirls! We
vhat do 1
Cla
leads i
Mi:
"Frances 1
Tell me abou
vhat?—doesn
jirls h;
Roll Book.
owers!" (Frances looks up with a sleepy gaze)
the mo—what?— tility of bacteria. That means
it?—that some typhoid bacillus move about
tho
1 inches an hour,
d that question?
hat? 'Boulter.
; is any kind of a girl 1 hate, il
.ks thoughtfully out of the wmd
^If though, i did what?—studi
a stunning exam the next mo:
gh? That isn't Botany. We must
(Glances at Roll Book). '•LiUian Jenkins, what
does phytopathology mean?
(Class is startled, never having heard the term before, and
Lillian sees a consultation with the nearest members will not
be profitable. She plunges.)
"I don't seem to remember that. Miss Lewis. '
Miss L.: "Remember! There's nothing to remember about
it. Botany's what? Botany's dirt easy. On page 219 of your
text book you will find an explan -"
(M. Merillat wakes up. and drawls):
"Miss Lewis, will you say that again, plesise?"
Miss L. (exasperated); "That proves what? Elxactly what
1 said, ^'ou girls don't do a bit of outside reading—doesn't it?
Now when I was a little—what?^girl. Mamma used to say
'Nannie?—' "
(The bell rings.)
Miss Lewis: "Girls, your lecture note books are due to-
morrow. Be sure and what? Be sure and have everything I
have said in them. I want a what?—report on the lab experi-
ments by then. too. By that time I will have pinned the cork
discs on the what?
—
greenhouse, as is described in Ejcperiment
IX. and the castor -what? -oil bean will—
"
(TTie class by now is half-way up the steps.)
but she did not remember
embarrassment, happened
Time: One of his odd ;
Place: Lower hall leading to Middlemarch.
"Gertrude" and Evelyn Ponder are seen engaged in earnest
conversation.
He: "I've been drinking sassafras tea. too. for my com-
plexion. You know, I've deen living among girls so long. I
find I am almost taking on maidenly habits myself.
"
Now. why couldn't you
1 don't believe you read O
Games and Bowles.' If
ts a what?—a crammer.'* Miss Davenport had just met hi
low). "I used to be one his name, which, much to her lati
led all night, then could to be Mr. Couch.
ming. That isn't what? He: "What was your name. IV
ist cover this chapter this She: "Davenport, but for hi

"The Spider and the Fly"
"Will you walk into my parlor," said Miss Hefley very sly.
"Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy,
My office hours are two o'clock on every Saturday
And if you come I'm sure that you won't want to go away."
"Ah no! I cried in sudden fear, to ask me is in vain
'Tis true indeed that they who come will ne'er come out again!'
"But that is wrong." she smiling said "there must be a mistake.
1 ask you not to come for me but for your own dear sake.
It will be still and restful here, please have that understood.
I ask not everyone to come, they could not if they would.
I'm sure that it will please you and be good for you my dear"
—
"That may be true— I doubting said, yet there is evil here!
"
"Strange, curious things I have within." she said with cunning smile.
"Come in and look around a bit. just stay a little while.
Don't listen to absurd reports for they are seldom true.
You must not be by others led. form your opinions too."
"Ah no-no!" said I in despair— "Please Mam, that cannot be
I've heard what's m your parlor and 1 do not wish to see!
I left her. but I saw her smile, indeed she knew full well
That she had thrown her tangling web and caught me in her spell.
She put my name upon a board. 1 could not help but see.
1 yielded to enticing and I am no longer free.
For 1 am caught within her web and fast within her den
And can but weep with other ones who can't get out again.
"Who is the Man!"
Now rcMCnter, dear, that th^s knot is foryouNot
to forget aU the other k»iot»
"
Growth of An Annual
annual is a growth belonging to the customyphyte family,
flourishes on all the wit it can grasp, is more work than anyone
a of except those who cultivate it for the required time, and re-
a tremendous amount of imagination. As in the Biblical nar-
it is washed with our tears and will probably fulfil that story
1 a rather uniqi
'ith the very sc
The firm rool
: made up of cla
:s flowering top
e way. that
dp of our he
ises. both in i
being dried, not with but
: thr
otherwise
existence
whole grc
other cla;
tendi
imposed of the ma:
:h one finds in the school,
hool spirit. The most we
s. of course, the Senior Cla:
ranch in their regular ordi
young green sprigs which tone doi
^-fourths of the aerial stem
id special departments, and
of organizations, clubs and
The sap. the life blood of its
5ll-developed branch of the
the ; the ka The
. the Freshmen fjeing the
1 and soften the formality
of the dignified growth.
An annual is adaptable to any especially educational climate,
college town the preferred habitat. Nashville is especially adapted
to annuals in general and Milestones in particular; it is the "Athens
of the South." and the chief significance of Athens lies now in the
magnificent Milest.
The soil in whic
by the Staff —in thi
enthi
cedon
lal is pi:
the
in the 1
of the
nality i
printer.
^•ed bv
anted, is, first, plowed t
1 instrument to stir up
ly essential things, sub
Id attempts to di;
o the
roughly
y latent
-iptions;
1 genius
regard
fully hi
; then it is dragged t depths to obtain picture
ry important personages, and at last the seeds of origi
laboriously copied in the dummy, and given over to th<
ho in this instance plays the piart of Mother Nature, tt
into the finished product the perfect creation.
r^ ^i^^ e
4L-^h^
OuroooritfiUillodiriG
Il\
fe<1r
moninDOQlou
The
Starr Product
Has Received Highest Awards at-
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO
1893
NASHVILLE
1897
ST. LOUIS
1904
SEATTLE
1909
KNOXVILLE
1913
SAN DIEGO
1913
"X
DISPOSITION for cheapness and not
for excellence of workmanship is the
most frequent and certain cause of
the deca\- and destruction of arts and
manufactures.
—Ruskjn.
Scientific research, painstaking workmanship,
unlimited capital and the ideal of "Quality
First" are the reasons for the high pinnacle
upon which the STARR PIANO has been
placed by musical authorities of America
The Starr Piano Company
240-242 Fifth Ave., N. :: Manufacturers :: Nashville, Tennessee
Rockwood, Alabama Lime Stone
"The Stone With Character
'
Let us build your home with this beautiful, dignified and permanent material.
It will add to the pride of yourself and family.
Foster and Creighton Company
Nashville, Tenn. Birmingham, Ala. Russellville, Ala.
Agricultural Lime Monuments Mausoleums Statuary
W. B. PITTS
SHOE REPAIRING
315 Deader.ck St. 319 Union St.
NASHVILLE. TENN.
Half-soling, sewed 60c. 75c, $L00
Half-soling. pegged or nailed 50c
Half-soling, boys' or ladies' 40c
Rubber Heels 40c and 50c
Heeling, men's 25c
Heeling, ladies' and boys' 20c
Patctiing I 5c. two for25c
Warren Brothers Company
PAINTS OF ALL KINDS
PLATE AND WINDOW GLASS
Painters' and Decorators' Supplies
Manufacturers of Mirrors and Art Glass
200 AND 202 Third Ave.. N.
Newly Furnished
^ and equipped throughout, and will
compare very favorably with any
photographic studio in the country.
CNearly all photographs used in this
publication were made by us.
Photo.
Studio
230 4- Ave. N.
Nashville. Tenn.
Do You Care Enough
About Your Pictures to
Have Them Finished at
Durys
The Dependable Kodak Shop o/ Nashville
PAINT PROTECTS PROPERTY
al surfaces are protected from
Unpainted property quickly
Painted woode
decay and de
loses its valu
The Acme Qualily kind of Paint. Enamel. Stam or
Fmish means paint satisfaction because each Acme
Qualily kind is the best that can be made for the pur-
pose for which It IS recommended.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR WORKS
DETROIT.,MICHIGAN. U. S. A.
Nashoille : Boston : Chicago : Birmingham . Cin-
cinnati : Fort Worth : Jackson : Lincoln : Los
Angeles : .Minneapolis : Pittsburgh . Portland : St.
Louis : Salt Lake City : San Francisco : Spokane :
Toledo Topeka
Dorothy Wiggins rushing up to Miss Swift's windo
"Oh. Miss Fast please give me a phone slip."
She: "When I was four years old I was left an orphan.'
Adelyn Wolf: "What did you do with it? "
The Hermitage Laundry Speaks
1 am the monarch of all I survey.
My right there is none to dispute.
What matter the sighs that I cause every day?
I grant you that I am a brute.
To take off all buttons, oh. that is my aim!
To ruin all clothes is my pride.
And in spite of your groans I go on just the same.
And charge for my ruin beside.
You may fuss, you may fume, you may fret, you may cry.
But all that makes no difference to me:
For 1 tell you a despot and monarch am I,
And 1 love to make trouble you see.
The greater the damage, the more you must pay.
I am clever. I tell you. and bad.
Run along for your excess is waiting today.
And I revel in seeing you mad.
Baird-Ward Printing Company
specializing in
Publications :: Catalogs :: Booklets
150-152-154 Fourth Avenue, North
Nashville, Tenn.
\A/M. LITTERER, Ph. C, M. D.
SAYS CL
We could write pages
about the methods used
in Hermitage Laundry
and fail to say what Prof.
Litterer has made so
plain in such few words.
^ir We can only add that
our service of delivery
—
our courtesy, etc.—is on the same high plane as the sanitary
and modern methods of laundering employed inside our plant.
Uptown Offices
405 Union Street
8 Arcade
Hermitage Laundry
"The Home of Complete Sanitation
Plant
I 16-1 18 Fifth Avenu.
Main 4932-3-4
,
General Manager
SWISS
DRY CLEANING
COMPANY
-THE LARGEST
AND BEST
EQUIPPED PLANT
IN THE CITY"
WE ALWAYS SHOW THE
NEWEST STYLES FIRST
Gupton 's Walk-Over
Shoe Store
220 5th Avenue. North
Something New Most Every Day
LOOSE-LEAF SYSTE'MS
McQUlDDY
PRINTING COMPANY
Stationery
Year Books
Catalogs, Pamphlets
Blank Book Makers
Office Outfits
Filing Devices
Desks and Chairs
Lithographing
Binding, Engraving
Embossing
317-319 Fifth Avenue, North. NASHVILLE. TENN.
CHOICEST OF CUT FLOWERS AT ALL SEASONS
Geny Brothers
Leading Florists
Remember Us When You Need that
Corsage Bouquet
212 Fifth Avenue Phones Main 912-913
Pasteurized
UNION ICE CREAM
Cream of Quality
Frozen Dainties—in Brick form
Chocolate Marshmallow
Maple Nut
Vanilla- -Peach Strawberry
W. G. Denny & Son
GROCERIES, FRUITS AND
FRESH MEATS
Phones H. nil. H. 821
Corner Sixteenth and Grand Avenues
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Dr Blanton on train: "I can't find my ticket,"
Conductor: "That's all right Dr. Blanton. you can give it to i
Dr. Blanton: "Oh. but I must find my ticket. I don't kn
vhere I am going."
Mr. Martin: "What is a foot note?
Frank McKee: "A shoe horn."
Telephone Main 2002 J. S. GLENN
.--^«»»ai»-.
R. KIRKPATRICK 206 Union St.
Only Southern Shoe Polish
Manufacturer
Adamson s Professional Black
Finishing Paste.
Adamson s Professional Ox-
blood Finishing Paste.
Adamson s Ladies' Delight
French Dressing.
Leather Oil Polish.
/Uamson's Ox-Blood Cleaner.
Adamson s "Black'em " Dye
Ci-i. r\'\ Si r^ (^ NASHVILLEassetty Ull OC orease Uo. Tennessee
Worke& Turner
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Telepli.
THIS DEPENDABLE STORE
With its 27 Complete Departments and hundreds of com-
petent Clerks and Salespeople, is ever at your disposal
and always ready to Serve you best.
Its Central Location makes it a convenient Shopping Place
for you while in Nashville—and
Its efficient Mail Order Service places it within your reach
when you are at Home.
The Students of Ward-Belmont, their Parents and their
Friends are very cordially invited to avail themselves of
the Liberal Inducements this store offers.
Cb^Sikm
The Shopping Center—5th Ave. and Church St.
NASHVILLE'S MOST POPULAR DEPARTMENT STORE
Our F- F President Who has her tre<
The Friendly Fifty Clu
Signifying Freakish Fifty. Situat
Flower Old Maid.
Ridiculous
Motto—Why Worry!
When You Wish to Buy
BOOKS
CAVE MONEY
^ by calling on or
writing us for catalogue and
prices. We carry constantly in
stock the books of all leading
publishers, and are prepared to
fill orders on short notice at
lowest prices.
BOOKS. CHRISTMAS CARDS
FOUNTAIN PENS, STATIONERY, ETC.
The Largest Book Stores in the South
WRITE FOR PRICES TO
SMITH & LAMAR
Dallas. Texas Nashville, Tenn. Richmond, Va.
7?;'eBes/P/ace /oS/rop. /7/'/er /T//
Church Street Seventh Avenue Capitol Boulevard
i
'\
Where the Girls of Ward-Belmont are always welcome
Where Quality is
Higher Than Price
w.e specialize on
School Pins
Invitations, Cards and
Medals
Jensen, Herzer & Jeck
Leading Jewelers
602-604 Church Street J|f Telephone Main 872
HOTEL HERMITAGE
Homer Wilson. Manager
NASHVILLE'S SOCIAL CENTER
$2.00 Per Day and Up
After a silent grace.
"Mrs. Lester what grace do you say to yoursel
short time before you tapped the bell at the end."
Mrs. Lester: "Oh I just counted twenty."
Dr. Blanton says we must be br
By that
Do you suppose he means
We must be tatV
"Do you support the Milestones?"
"No it has a staff."

OUR SHOES ARE ALWAYS UP-TO-
DATE. WE CATER ESPECIALLY
TO THE YOUNG LADIES
OF WARD-BELMONT COLLEGE
Hall, Wiggers & Polk
526 Church Street IN NASHVILLE
Wm. Holbrook telephones J. W. McCl
STORE. MAIN 746 MARKET. MAIN 247
Holbrook & McClellan
Nashville, Tennessee
The Butter and Poultry
:: People ::
Stall. 64 Market Ho Store. 321 Broad Street
"The Strongest Fire Insurance Agency in
Nashville"
Davis, Bradford & Co.
Insurance
Established 1867
American National Bank Nashville, Tenn
IF
You want first-class MEAT
you can rest assured
that we have it
Alex Warner & Son
Stall 17 Market House
Phone us when you want it again
The Kubla Khan Club
[ Signifying—Kweer Kind of Kids
"r* Situation—Discouraging.
Rower—Clover.
Motto— Irene.
Send your mail orders when in need of
anything in our line.
We Lead
with the largest assortment of im-
ported perfumes and toilet articles
and fancy sundries of all kinds. Our
assortment is the largest in the South.
We always obtam everythmg ne\N'
that comes out. both imported and
American.
We cordially invite the patrons of
this publication to call and have our
salesmen show you the many de-
lightful perfumes and items.
Demoville-Page-Sims
Drug Company
Three Stores - -
Corner Chi'rch Street and Fourth Avenue
West End and Sixteenth Avenue
Union Street and Third Avenue
GLADYS ANDREI
MARY CLOVER
UNDINE CASE
/EDNA GDLLlHARl
ADA JARRELl
aletha m'ginnis
maryl.m'ginnis
Ir/eelmuchmdrc'
IaGNEG PATERSONl
ELIZABETH TURNER
ELEANOR TURNE,Y
RUTH WALDRON
Imldred NELCH\
Janet Matthews to Miss Sisson:
"Do you get everything you pray for?"
Miss Sisson: Yes."
Janet: "Then pray for me,"
Miss Sisson: 'But I don't want you.'
Bernstein & Co.
512 Church Street
NASHVILLE. TENN.
Ward-Belmont College Girls Given
special attention for all
JEWELRY WANTS
Cullom & Ghertner
Company
Printers, Engravers
311 Fifth Ave., North Telephone Main 203-1531
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Our Buyers
are always in the field with orders to
go quickly wherever fashion shows
her face, to capture the newest and
best she has for our Nashville friends
/" THE SATISFACTOfi'^STORE-FOUNDED ISeS }
WE ARE SOLE AGENTS OF THE
"Mar-Hof"
Middy Suits
THE
M
SMOP
617 Church Street NASHVILLE
A few things which are
Hard to do and seldom done:
To separate Miss Sisson. Aubyn and Agnes.
To find Dr. Blanton
To cut a class without Miss Hefley's knowledge.
"^
)k and keep the smell of fudge from escapmg.
Il" excess bill.
To find anyone for Miss Hefley's memory book.
To get 12 good apples from the fruit man.
To find Miss Townsend's keys.
T.
To find
To hear Miss Maxwell .
Calhoun &
Company
JEWELERS
SILVERSMITHS
OPTICIANS
Ward-Belmont College Pins and
Rings. Class Pins and Rings, Sou-
venir Spoons, Jewelry, Engraved
Invitations, Announcements and
Calling Cards
In the Latest Styles
5th Avenue and Union Street
The South's Style Center
"^rnffART^TostPtt
for
READY-TO-WEAR
606 Church Street
ATTRACTIVE
Ready -to -Wear
for Ladies and Misses
We cordially invite your inspection
The Agora Club
Signifying—Angora.
Situation—A Catastrophe
Ilnwcr Catnip.
M..tlo Lcl Us t'urrrrrr
Th.ir Prcidcnl I ndulfc,-. inajny Ride
WHITE'S
Nashville's TrunJ^
and Leather Goods Store
609 CHURCH STREET
warner Drug C omp any
COTY'S
HOUBIGANTS
MELBA
HUDNUT'S
DJER KISS
FIVER'S
ROCF.R anrl GAI.LET'S
KIMMEI.S
DORIN'5
COLGATE'S
PINAUD'S
— and Others
Nashville, Tennessee
506 Church Street 401 Public Square
-
— Telephones ---
Main 52 and 53 Main 473 and 483
Drugs Prescriptions
NUNNALLY'S CANDIES
ALWAYS FRESH
SODAS AND
ICES
TOILET GOODS
Sundries
CROUP OR C O L D
Rub baby's chest and throat
with MENTH-ALBA. Its
healing oils, vaporized by the
heat of the body, will pen-
etrate to the inflamed tissue
and instantly relieve the con-
ueslion and chokinc
For COLDS apply a little up
the nostrils. It quickly vapor-
izes and the vapor penetrates
to the inflamed mucous,
opening up the head and
P healing the irritation that
u
s
has be ihe cold.
MENTH-ALBA
The Del Vers Cl
Signifying—Delving
Vamps.
Situation—Deepening.
Flower—Potato Bios
Motto - Dig!
President o( Del Ve
Quality Service
Peace Restored
Since the world hegan Quality and Price
have been waging a relentless war. Wc
have found the permanent solution of
their differences. They now flwell to-
vjether in our new store in perfect har-
nion\'.
Quality Furniture
Can now be secured at prices formerK
charged for inferior grades. Period
styles are indeed interesting—let us tell
you about them and explain our propo-
MONTGOMERY & CO.
Souths Largest Exclusive Fur.nitire Store
NASHVILLE
Style Economy
Grocer Harris down the street
Has everything thafs good to eat.
He has the things which you prepare
That help to mal^e the rarebit rare.
When hunger pangs begin to press.
Just call him up, he'll do the rest.
Or have your teacher bring you down
And get the best eats to he found.
GEO. E. HARRIS GROCERY CO.
Three Block_s down Ackjen Avenue
IH()7 Twenty-first Ave.. S. Phone Hemlock 45i
WEBB & NIMMERFALL
DRUG CO.
fovVtiiUiiiKi ioi tOcaiilij.i cate—
(i'Uppcr no'i.in, piiiJ lor iioiir tiair,
l^andti;.^ loo, nl ntopor limo,
v^ftoicc ti.T atii| ijoti «'ift JinJ;
Tual' id ii;5 fciiosC 'c'lCti Jia9u .3 taatt'
Clii? \\\: Will beat it IIickj iti ha.ilc.
JUST THREE BLOCKS DOWN ACKLEN'
1809 21st AVENUE. SOUTH HEMLOCK 289
THE KIND YOU WANT
521 UNION STREET
WRITE FOR SAMPLES
J. P. ALLEN & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
FRESH
Sn'f EGGS
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
2 4a N D 4 3 C I T Y MARKET
The Anti-Pandora Clu
Signifying—Relations.
Situation—^Don't Know.
F'lower—Forget-me-not.
Motto—Under Cover.
FOUNDED ON SERVICE FORT^' - TWO YEARS AGO
FTER ALL, there's no other store quite so Well
prepared to meet the exacting style-demands
of young women and especially those well informed.
For a store to stand in good stead, it must be a step
forward in matters offashion. :
Having direct buying connections in those cities
where style originates, gives us a distinct advan-
tage in being able to show the new things first,
at all times. Yet prices are always moderate.
Miss Mori
Which hi
in Gym. to Rosahc Stroak:
you standing in>"
Mr. Hogan: "It the emblem of the Choral Society .s a lyre. Mr
Martin should have a lyre with a big D on it. (Shocked silence or
the part of Miss Thatch). Oh 1 mean because he's the director.
Jeannette: 'Tm going out i
Eunice: "You can't, you^r.
DALLAS M. VILLINES
Art Store
28 Arcade, Nashville. Tenn.
we carry the following
Artist Material.s
Oil and Water Colors
Stencil Outfits
Picture Framing
Embroidery Materials
College Pennants and
Pillows
Hashburg Roman Gold
WALTER L. TANNER
Proprietor Artist Materials Department
Gray & Dudley
Hardware Co.
Second and Third Avenues. NASHVILLE
Manufacturers, Jobbers and Retailers of
HARDWARE. STOVES. RANGES. SADDLERY.
CUTLERY, HOUSEFURNISHINGS.
ATHLETIC GOODS. ETC.
Wright Bros. & Turner
Artists' Materials
PictareFrames
Wall Paper
303 Fifth Ave., N. Telephone M. 2371
NASHVILLE, TENN.
GIRLS:
For light pressing— for heavy ironing
anywhere—anytime
—
you will find
comfort, convenience and economy
in the ELECTRIC FLAT IRON
Nashville Railway & Light Company
John Bouchard & Sons Company
MACHINISTS
Brass and Iron Founders
Steam and Hot Water Heating
New and Second Hand Machinery
Mill Supplies
Eleventh Avenue and Harrison Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Telephones; Main 2510, Main 5490
St. B(ernar d
Mining Company
JAMES R. LOVE, Manager
C oal
and
Coke
34-36 ARCADE NASHVILLE, TENN.
Twentieth Century
Club
Signifying — Terribly
Cheeky.
Siluation Humorous
Flower Primrose.
Motto --"On Time."
PrcWcnt of Twentieth Century Club makes
HermitageHardware Co.
309 Third Avenue, North
Phone Main 39
SPLENDID CUTLERY
WRIGHT & DITSON'S TENNIS GOODS
SPORTING GOODS AND
BATHING SUITS
Best Factory Brand of Everything in Our Line
STANDARD MUSIC COMPANY
(Arcade Music Shop)
Anything in Sheet Music
For Music Teacher, Music Student and Music Lover
Headquarlers for the Late Musical Comedy
and Popular Hits
Phone Main 2886 38 ARCADE Nashville, Tenn.
Are you a detectivei*
If so find
Miss Sisson's heart. |
Miss Blvthe's sense of humor.
Mr Washburn's dignity.
Mr Nellums favorite color.
M.ss Hefley's leniency.
Dea n Coxe's hair-
The meaning of Miss Lewis' "what."
The mar.shmallows in the chocolate marshmallow cream.
Mr Hogan: "Your brain floats in a liquid "
Bet y Templeton- "That'.s why mme .s always at sea."
QUR (191 7) STYLES
^^are quite the smartest
showing of Footwear
ever produced—and at
moderate prices.
Maxwell House Shoe Co.
Established 1869. Telephone Main 821
517 CHURCH STREET
Thompson & Co.
FIFTH AVENUE. NASHVILLE. TENN.
The
~
Silks White and Col ired Mar-
quisette n pla.r and embroide ed styles
Whi e M jII . Carnbrics Batistes and Linens
SILK HOSE A SPECIALTY
CORSET FITTING A SPECIALTY HERE
IF YOU WANT THE BEST, CALL
Jacob Goldner
DliAl.KR IN Al.l. KINDS Ot-
FRESH MEATS
Hams. Bacon and Lard
Phones: Store, M. 2114; Res., H. 1771
343 Second Avenue, S.
EXCLUSIVE MARINELLO SHOP
Electrol})tic
FACIAL MASSAGE
Instantaneous Bleach
roK SUN. IAN ANO IRIXKLI-.S
Astringent Mask
LARGF-: PORES AND OIL> SKIN
IVrin^le Treatment
228 CAPITOL BOULEVARD
LICENSED SHOP AND OPERATORS
Acne Treatment
FOR PIMPLES AND BLACKHEADS
Electrolysis
WARTS ANI; MOLES REMOVED
Hot Oil and Prismatic Ra})
for Scalp
MRS. KATHERYN DE HART
Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Manicuring
Expert Chiropodist
Braid Electric Company
234 Second Avenue. North
Nashville. Tenn.
Electrical Apparatus
and Supplies
Established 1879 Incorporated 1898
The Ai_l-Around Club
Signifying^Awfully Auda-
Situation—Puzzling.
Flower—Black-eyed Susan.
Motto—Everybody's Doing
It.
Candy, Soda, Lunches
and Ice Cream
Favors, Ices, Calces
and Frappes
CHURCH STREET
and SIXTH AVENUE
1411 CHURCH ST.
TELS. HEMLOCK 1160-116
Blackwood Tire
Company
QUALITY AUTO TIRES AND
ACCESSORIES
910-12-14-16 Broadway Main 107-108
NASHVILLE. TENN.
OUR wagon, loaded with
the finest fruits that grow^,
is waiting out under the old
oak tree for you. : : : :
A. DeMatteo & Son
Phone M. 4550 187 8th Ave., N.
C T. Cheek, & Sons
Wholesale
Groceries
No. 1 Cummins Station
Nobby Shoes for Street Wear
Dainty Styles in Evening Slippers
Hosiery to match all shades
ME ADORS
408 Union Street
.
Nashville, Tennessee
H. J. GRIMES & CO.
The Store that Saves You Money on all Purchases of
READY-TO-WEAR
CARPETS AND FINE IRISH LINENS
AND ALL KINDS OF FINE
DRY GOODS
215 PuBiJC Square, Nashville, Tenn.
M. D. Anderson
Telephone Main
617
for
Oysters, Fish,Game
and Poultry
ANDERSON
FISH AND OYSTER CO.
WHOLESALE AND HETAIT.
i20-i22 Fourth Avenue, N., Nashville. I cnn.
P.O. Box 122
Wliv Mileslone Editors become in
What is the cost of the Milestone s this year? "
W,ll , be as attractive an edition as the last one?
'
What kind of a cover are you going to have?"
Can I help you any? I have an extra period this week."
Is there anything in it about me?
Besu re and spell my name right
You V^on t mention my name in onnection with his will you?"
J i eonte Flour
PURE, SWEET, WHOLESOME
Brings Good Health. Happiness
and Satisfac tion
The Qualilfi Flour
Liberty Mills
NASMVILU:, ri-.NN.
-And the Flowers Were from
JOY'S
Inseparable is the Recollection of
THAT BOUQUET
From the Tender Memories OF
SWEET GRADUATION DAYS
We especially welcome the opportunity
to furnish flowers for an occasion as im-
portant to every young lady as her
GRADUATION FROM COLLEGE
You I'i ill /llways Pleasantly Rcmcmhei
The Flowers From Joy's
Importers. Originators and Creators of
Exquisite
Millinery
AUTHENTIC HATS
Receptions. Dinners, Dances and all
Social Activities - They're the Uni-
versal Choice of the Critical
Mail Orders Filled SAME DA Y Received
Pmcrh I'n.l /',,„/ „( Ou, Ri.^l!
liLAUllFUL. AI'IKAC 1 IV'IL
AND CONSIDERABLY
OUT OF THE ORDINARY
"BLOUSES"
FROM THE
Dl^,,^ QU Church St. AT Bblouse OhOp NASHVILLEOULf;VARDI. TENN.
ICE CREAM, CAKES AND FRAPPE
Sidebottorn
Plionc Mam 345 145 (nU Ave, N.
lid be awarded the g.tl who
with the laundry.
A Carnegie medal bh
Has never lost her temper ,.. v.^.,,.,.,.,,,^!, ,,,,.1, i,,t uii
Can name the subjects of 10 chapel talks of the year
Has never declared that she wanted a holiday.
Has never criticised the food.
Who never cuts church.
NO matter from whence youhail, from Main to California,
after you get home send us
your kodak pictures and we will give
you the best quality of work at the
lowest price.
VISIT OUR STORE AND YOU WILL
ALWAYS FIND SOMETHING NEW
IVc make Photographs for Ward-Bclmonl
TOiies
n ARCADE
Herbrick & Lawrence
Plumbers and Electricians
Artistic Electric Chandeliers. Lamps. Heating
Pads. Thermolytes. Chafing Dishes. Irons. Grills.
Percolators. Curling Irons, Toasters, etc. Artistic
Statuary. Marble and Bronze. All kinds of Sup-
It e make a Specially of Repairing
NASH\1LLE. TENN
CLAUDE P. STREET PIANO CO.
164-166 Eighth Avexue. N.
Exclusice Representatives for
MEHLIN
GABLER
SMITH & BARNES
Pianos and Players
HE.MLOCK 954
MclntyreFloralCo
.
HIGH GRADE
Cut Flowers and Plants
Wedding Decorations Floral Designs
1502 Broadway NASHVILLE. TENN-
BETWEEN THE BARS.'
The Osii
Signifying - The Ostracized.
Situation -Perilous.
Flower Bleeding Hearts
Motto Watchful Waiting.
^OU will find the BEST
im everything in
of
Ready- to -Wear
at Armstrong s
219 FIFTH AVENUE. NORTH
Love Among Ruins
(Apologies lo Browning)
While the quiet colorec
Miles and
endo
Tnles.
f evening smiles
lam sitting in a corner very s
Also mad.
For the laundry has not onlv
But far worse.
It has torn the very clothes f
And I lack
Any clothes I've ever owned
To the show.
Oh in spite of joy that freezes
Nought returns
From that Hermitage -that
id
ouched my purse
rom otT my back,
wherein I'd go
wrath that burns,
aundry. without tear
Will I he girl I go toca
Think love
1 on. tc
best?
rn. impressed.
MISS PATTERSON IS VERY ATHLETIC
.
X L Cl
nt Lozenges.Signifymg Ex
Situation Terrible.
Flower Maypop.
Motto For Cogent and Imperative Re
Whiting's Fine Writing Paper
Greeting Cards for All Occasions
The Dennison Line of Crepe Paper Material
And Other Novelties
Smith & Lamar
808 BROADWAY'
PERFECTLY CLARIFIED, AERATED, PASTEURIZED
MILK, CREAM AND BUTTERMILK
IN STERILIZED BOTTLES
''Nashville' Made Butter
Best on the Market
and
Service Unexcelled
NASHVILLE PURE MILK COMPANY
Hemlock 346 and 347 1 3th and Broadwav
E.&N.
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Hardwood, Bank,, Office
and Store Fixtures,
Artistic Interiors for Residences
and Churches
Nashville. Tennessee
L — ife in W. B.
I — nfirmary.
F -iredrilL
E —xcess laundry.
S —aturday school
L —ight bell.
1 —nspired
T —DC many chap>e
T —oo few dates.
L —est articles.
E —mpress Janie.
npressive detectives.
R — efused requests.
: canvassers.
A — ttitudes.
T —elephone troubles.
1 —nvisible Hoover.
O —mitted sp>ecials.
N —otices.
S — tudent governmeni

jK/;1
WE have the facilities
to reproduce copies
of leading American and
foreign models of exception-
al distinction.
Hemstitching and Picot
Edge Work done in best
possible manner at short
notice.
French process dry clean-
ing and pressing.
THE MOST UP-TO-DATE DRESS
MAKING AND TAILORING SHOP
IN NASHVILLE
MRS. L. A. B. TUCKER, Modiste
THE UNITED SPECIALTY CO.
In the Heart o( the Business Section PHONE MAIN 4103
200>, CAPITOL BOULEVARD. CORNER CHURCH STREET
WE HAVE SPECIALIZED in the pro-duction of College Annuals. Catalogs.
Invitations, etc.
—
producing Annuals
for such institutions as Vanderbilt University,
Tulane University. North Carolina State Nor-
mal. Tennessee College. University of Alabama,
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College and
many others—over 31 annuals produced in
1917. Samples and prices sent upon request.
136 Fourth Ave., North NASHVILLE. TENN.
Martha Washington Candies
MADE FRESH DAILY
Our Shop D D I Union St.
Phone Main 52 i
I
The progressive merchants who
are found in this book are tried
friends of Ward-Belmont. They
have shown their hearts by their
deeds.
They deserve and will appreciate
your patronage.
Everyone at Ward-Belmont College
knows that "/osepA" is synonymous
with everything that's up-to-date in
Millinery
andDiouses
It is easy, therefore, to understand
why so many "JOSEPH" HATS
and BLOUSES are worn by them
There's a Reason
MILLINERY
181 EIGHTH AVE.. N.
. Vut^fti'iMe. Jeynn.
Located in the old "Ward Seminary" Building
Madame Irene Corsets Kayser Underwear
Importer
Tailoring Blc
Gowns
"Shop Individual"
I ?6-8 Eighth Avenue. North Telephone Main 2688
If you will look at the Adver-
tiser's Directory before you go
shopping, you will save time,
money and find your wants an-
ticipated.
^randon Printing Co.
^ _ N A S H V 1 L L E . TENN ESSEE
THE.-VERY.-.BEST.-. IN .-. ALL .-. SCHOOL
PRINTING.-.CATALOGUES.-. DIPLOMAS
ANNUALS.-.ANNOUNCEMENTS.-. EN-
GRAVED.-.INVITATIONS...-.ALL.-.WORK
COMPLETED.-. ENTIRELY. UNDER
.ONE.-.SUPERVISION.-..-.ORIGINAT ING
DESIGNING.-. ENGRAVING.-. LITHO-
GRAPHING.-. PRINTING.-. BINDING
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